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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods and systems enable viewers of mobile TV to interact 
and communicate with one another in real time regarding 
programs being viewed. Viewers may search other viewers on 
the mobile TV system. Viewers may invite other viewers to 
join them in viewing a program or to chat. Viewers may write 
programs with rating since the broadcast network provider for 
tallying and broadcast to others. Viewers may set reminders 
for programs and share those reminders with other viewers. 
Programs may be hosted by individuals who may control the 
broadcast stream and communicate with viewers of the pro 
gram. Viewers may also create ad hoc channels in which they 
can share their favorite programs with other viewers. 
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METHODS AND SYSTEMIS FORENABLNG 
INTERACTIVITY IN A MOBILE BROADCAST 

NETWORK 

CLAIM OF PRIORITY 

0001. This application claims the benefit of priority to 
Provisional Patent Application No. 61/095,931 which was 
filed on Sep. 10, 2008, the entire contents of which are hereby 
incorporated by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Wireless communication technologies have seen 
explosive growth over the past few years. This growth has 
been fueled by wireless services providing freedom of move 
ment to the mobile public, and cutting the tether to a hard 
drive communication system. Moreover, increasing quality 
and speed of Voice and data communications over the wire 
less medium has attracted additional users. As a result of these 
service enhancements, the popularity of wireless services is 
expected to continue to grow rapidly. 
0003. A recent addition to wireless communication tech 
nologies has been the growth of mobile television (TV) 
broadcast systems. These broadcast systems have seen sig 
nificant increase in usage and availability worldwide. Cur 
rently, electronic devices Such as mobile telephone handsets 
and other terminals may be configured to receive a variety of 
multimedia content items, such as sports, entertainment, 
information and programs, or other multimedia content 
items. Based on their experiences with traditional broadcast 
networks in particular services provided by cable TV and 
satellite TV companies consumers have come to expecta high 
level of services from broadcasters. Mobile TV broadcasters, 
in turn, are interested in developing new revenue streams and 
providing engaging user experiences that build upon the 
strength of the mobile TV broadcast technology. 

SUMMARY 

0004. The various embodiment methods and systems 
enable mobile TV broadcast viewers to interact and engage 
with programming as well as other viewers in a variety of 
ways. In an embodiment, mobile device users may be enabled 
to search for the presence and status of other mobile TV 
viewers. In a further embodiment, mobile device users may 
be enabled to invite other viewers to watch the same program 
simultaneously. In another embodiment, mobile device users 
may be enabled to chat with other viewers who are watching 
the same program. In a further embodiment, mobile TV view 
ers may be enabled to rate programs that are broadcasted. In 
a further embodiment, mobile TV viewers may set reminders 
on their mobile devices to alert them about their favorite 
programs and share those reminders with other viewers. In a 
further embodiment, mobile TV viewers may be enabled to 
access celebrity hosted channels and communicate with the 
celebrity during broadcast programming. In a further 
embodiment, mobile TV viewers may create adhoc channels, 
custom channels or collections of viewer-preferred broadcast 
programming that may be shared with others and enable 
others to comment on the programs or chat with other view 
CS. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0005. The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 
rated herein and constitute part of this specification, illustrate 
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exemplary embodiments of the invention, and together with 
the general description given above and the detailed descrip 
tion given below, serve to explain the features of the inven 
tion. 
0006 FIG. 1 is a communication network component dia 
gram illustrating different components of a mobile TV broad 
cast system according to the various embodiments. 
0007 FIG. 2 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for searching for a viewer's data according to the 
various embodiments. 
0008 FIGS. 3 and 4 are process flow diagrams of an 
embodiment method for enabling a mobile TV viewer to 
search for viewer data and receive search results via the 
unicast network. 
0009 FIG. 5 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for collecting and sending viewer data to the broad 
cast network provider using a mobile device. 
0010 FIG. 6 is a process flow diagram of an exemplary 
embodiment method for receiving and transmitting a viewer's 
request to search for viewer data. 
0011 FIGS. 7-10 are process flow diagrams of an exem 
plary embodiment method for enabling mobile TV viewer to 
search for viewer data and receive search results via the 
broadcast network. 
0012 FIG. 11 is a process flow diagram of an exemplary 
embodiment method for using a mobile device for searching 
for viewer data and receiving search results via the broadcast 
network. 
0013 FIG. 12 is a process flow diagram of an exemplary 
embodiment for enabling mobile devices to transmit encryp 
tion keys generated by the mobile device to the interactivity 
SeVe. 

0014 FIGS. 13 and 14 are process flow diagrams of an 
embodiment method for enabling viewers to invite other 
viewers to watch a particular program using the unicast net 
work. 
(0015 FIGS. 15-19 are process flow diagrams of an 
embodiment method for enabling viewers to invite other 
viewers to watch a particular program using the broadcast 
network. 
0016 FIG.20 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for sending an invitation to a mobile TV viewer and 
receiving the viewer's response. 
0017 FIG. 21 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for receiving an invitation message from another 
mobile TV viewer and sending a response to the invite request 
using the unicast network. 
0018 FIG.22 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for receiving an invitation message from another 
mobile TV viewer and responding to the request using the 
broadcast network. 
0019 FIG. 23 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for chatting with other mobile TV viewers using the 
unicast network. 
0020 FIG.24 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for chatting with other mobile TV viewers using the 
broadcast network. 
0021 FIG.25 is a process flow diagram of an embodiment 
method for receiving, calculating and broadcasting program 
ratings to mobile TV viewers. 
0022 FIGS. 26 and 27 are process flow diagrams of an 
embodiment method for enabling mobile TV viewers to use 
the unicast network to receive reminders about programs and 
share those reminders with other viewers. 
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0023 FIGS. 28-31 are process flow diagrams of an 
embodiment for enabling viewers to set program reminders 
and share those reminders with other viewers using the broad 
cast network. 
0024 FIGS. 32-35 are process flow diagrams of an 
embodiment method for enabling a celebrity to communicate 
with viewers of a program. 
0025 FIGS. 36-39 are process flow diagram of an embodi 
ment method for enabling viewers to create ad hoc channels 
with target programming and share those channels with other 
viewers. 
0026 FIG. 40 is a component block diagram of a mobile 
device suitable for use in the various embodiments. 
0027 FIG. 41 is a component block diagram of a server 
device suitable for use in the various embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0028. The various embodiments will be described in detail 
with reference to the accompanying drawings. Wherever pos 
sible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout the 
drawings to refer to the same or like parts. References made to 
particular examples and implementations are for illustrative 
purposes, and are not intended to limit the scope of the inven 
tion or the claims. 
0029. The word “exemplary” is used hereinto mean “serv 
ing as an example, instance, or illustration.” Any implemen 
tation described herein as “exemplary” is not necessarily to be 
construed as preferred or advantageous over other implemen 
tations. 
0030. As used herein, the terms “mobile device' and 
“handheld device' refer to any one or all of cellular tele 
phones, personal data assistants (PDAs), personal televisions 
(PTV's), personal media players (PMPs), palm-top comput 
ers, wireless electronic mail receivers (e.g., the Blackberry(R) 
and Treo(R) devices), multimedia Internet enabled cellular 
telephones (e.g., the Blackberry StormR), Global Positioning 
System (GPS) receivers, wireless gaming controllers, and 
similar personal electronic devices which include a program 
mable processor and memory and receiver circuitry for 
receiving and processing mobile broadcast television ser 
vices. 
0031. The word “unicast” is used hereinto mean the trans 
mission of data (information packets) to a single destination. 
Examples of unicast transmissions include SMS, MMS, elec 
tronic mail messages and Internet Protocol (IP) datagrams. 
The word “broadcast’ is used hereinto mean the transmission 
of data (information packets) so that it can be received by a 
large number of receiving devices. Examples of a broadcast 
message are mobile television (TV) broadcast service trans 
missions. 
0032 Mobile TV services are growing in popularity in 
part because mobile devices provide a unique platform for 
receiving TV programs and because the bandwidth available 
in mobile TV broadcast networks can deliver a large amount 
of content to mobile devices in an efficient manner. One 
unique aspect of a mobile device is that each user typically 
owns his/her device and does not have to share it with others. 
Thus, mobile device owners can watch mobile TV programs 
of their choosing without having to compete for the TV 
remote control or negotiate for TV programs they prefer to 
watch. However, while there is autonomy in viewing mobile 
TV programs, viewers may lose the sense of community and 
camaraderie and interactivity that accompanies watching 
regular TV with friends or family. Currently, if viewers desire 
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to view mobile TV programs together, they must physically 
be present at the same location. 
0033. The various embodiment methods and systems 
enable mobile TV broadcast viewers to interact and engage 
with other viewers in a variety of ways. Such interactivity 
may include enabling mobile TV broadcast viewers to deter 
mine presence of other viewers on the mobile TV network, 
determine whether other viewers are watching mobile TV. 
invite those who are watching mobile TV to simultaneously 
watch a program, chat with other viewers, rate programs, set 
reminders and share those reminders with other viewers, 
watch hosted programs and create ad hoc channels. 
0034. By enabling viewers to interact, broadcast network 
providers capitalize on the inherent capabilities of mobile 
devices and allow customers to become active participants in 
an immersive, highly personalized viewing experience. 
Applications that drive user involvement not only create the 
link of stickiness and loyalty that mobile TV service provid 
ers need to stay competitive, but provide revenue opportuni 
ties in mobile advertising, on-line commerce, and SMS and IP 
datagram traffic. 
0035. The broadcast network provider may communicate 
with the viewers by using interactivity data. Interactivity data 
(i.e., viewer data, invitation requests, rating data, etc.) and 
information regarding program contents may be generated by 
the mobile TV broadcast provider and broadcasted over a 
mobile TV broadcast network, such as in an overhead channel 
or overhead data flow within the mobile TV broadcast trans 
missions. Mobile devices may receive the overhead content 
information and generate a display based on the data received 
in the overhead content, along with a user interface to enable 
viewers to view the content. Viewers may communicate with 
the broadcast network provider by sending messages or IP 
datagrams via a unicast network, Such as a cellular data com 
munication network. A client application may be provided in 
mobile devices to receive the overhead content and process 
and display the data. 
0036. A number of different mobile TV broadcast services 
and broadcast standards are available or contemplated in the 
future, all of which may implement and benefit from the 
various embodiments. Such services and standards include 
Open Mobile Alliance Mobile Broadcast Services Enabler 
Suite (OMA BCAST), MediaFLO, Digital Video Broadcast 
IP Datacasting (DVB-IPDC), and China Multimedia Mobile 
Broadcasting (CMMB). Typically, mobile broadcast program 
transmissions are encrypted so that the access to program 
ming can be sold on a Subscription or pay-per-view basis, 
while a service guide is broadcasted unencrypted to enable 
receiver devices to present users with a listing of available 
programs. 
0037. In a system in which multiple entities contribute to 
providing mobile TV service to customers, a mobile TV 
broadcast network provider may receive program and content 
from one or more content creators, and convert the received 
content to a format compatible with the mobile TV broadcast 
network. A mobile TV broadcast network provider may also 
need to contract with a unicast wireless network provider to 
obtain the services of a unicast network through which mobile 
device users can communicate their preference indications or 
votes to the mobile TV broadcast network provider. For 
example, mobile device users may order mobile TV services 
via a cellular data communication network. 

0038. The unicast wireless network may be a bi-direc 
tional wireless communications link. In the various embodi 
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ments the unicast wireless network is configured to commu 
nicate Voice traffic and/or data traffic among and between 
various mobile devices, as well as communicate IP data 
grams, electronic mail and other digital messaging between 
mobile devices and remote servers. The unicast wireless net 
work, used by the various embodiments described herein is 
not limited to a particular bi-directional wireless telecommu 
nications link, or even any particular telecommunication 
technology and may comprise one or more wired and/or 
wireless links, including one or more of the ethernet, tele 
phone, cable, power line, and fiber optics systems, and/or a 
wireless system comprising one or more of the code division 
multiple access (CDMA or CDMA2000) coming occasion 
system, frequency division multiple access (FDMA) system, 
a Time division multiple access (TDMA) system such as 
GSM/GPRS (General Packet Radio Service)/EDGE (en 
hanced data GSM environment), a TETRA (Terrestrial 
Trunked Radio) mobile telephone system, and wideband 
code division multiple access (WCDMA) system, a higher 
data rate (1xEV-DO or 1xEV-DO Gold Multicast) system, an 
IEEE 802.11 (WiFi) system, oran orthogonal frequency divi 
sion multiple access (OFDM) based system. Examples of 
wireless network providers may include, Verizon R, Sprint(R) 
and Cingular R. 
0039 FIG. 1 illustrates network components in a mobile 
TV broadcast system enabling mobile TV viewers to interact 
with other viewers. As shown in FIG. 1, content or programs 
may be provided to a mobile TV broadcast network provider 
102 from one or more content creators 100. The content 
creator 100 may use different methods to send content to the 
mobile TV broadcast network provider, such as via the Inter 
net or a satellite communication links (not shown). 
0040. The mobile TV broadcast network provider 102 
may include a variety of components by which it can receive, 
process and broadcast content from a content creator 100. 
Real time content and non-real-time content video feeds may 
be sent to a transcoder 106 for transcoding. The transcoder 
106 may extract the core video from the decrypted feed, 
prepare the video for transcoding, perform functions such as 
de-interlacing, downsize each video channel to an appropri 
ate format, Such as QVGA format, and recompressing the 
content using, for example, the AVC/H-264 standard. Such 
transcoding enables high quality video to be produced at low 
bit rates. The resulting video stream may then be encrypted 
and sent to a broadcaster 108 for multiplexing into broadcast 
transmissions that are broadcast by broadcast sites 112. 
0041. The broadcaster 108 may also combine multiple 
Video channels and overhead data, Such as the programming 
guide information, into the broadcast transmission signals 
that are forwarded to transmitter sites 112 for broadcast, such 
as via cables, satellite data links, microwave data links, or 
optical fiber data networks. The multiplexed content is broad 
casted to mobile devices 114 from the transmitter sites 112. 

0042. In the various embodiments, the mobile TV broad 
cast network provider 102 may include an interactivity server 
110 configured with Software to process and manage viewer 
to-viewer interactions. The interactivity server 110 may com 
municate with mobile TV viewers by receiving and process 
ing viewer preferences or requests for data and, in response, 
generating overhead contents including interactivity data. 
Interactivity data overhead contents generated by the interac 
tivity server 110 may be broadcasted to mobile devices 114 
via broadcast transmissions generated by the broadcaster 
108. 
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0043. In the various embodiments, the mobile TV broad 
cast network provider 102 may include a router 104 config 
ured to receive data arriving at the broadcast network 102 and 
route that data to the appropriate destination within the broad 
cast network 102. For example, the router server 112 may be 
programmed by Software instructions to determine whether 
an incoming message relates to interactivity and route Such 
messages to the interactivity server 110. Contents transmitted 
from the content creator 100 may first be received by the 
router 104 before they are transmitted to the transcoder 106. 
Additionally, messages received from the wireless network 
may be routed, for example, to the interactivity server 110 
depending on the messages. The router 104 may also direct 
data that is leaving the broadcast network provider 102. For 
example, data from the interactivity server 110 that may be 
sent to a mobile device 114 via a unicast message may be sent 
to the router 104 which routes the message to the wireless 
network provider 118 for transmission to the mobile device 
114. Alternatively, the interactivity server 110 may be con 
figured with software instructions to function as a router, or 
the interactivity server functionality may be implemented 
within a server that also functions as a router. Routers and 
their functionality are well known and their use is routine in 
the industry. 
0044) Information within the interactivity overhead con 
tents generated by the interactivity server 110 may be 
received and processed by a client application operating 
within the mobile devices 114 to generate displays and a user 
interface that allows viewers to interact with the broadcast 
programs and/or other mobile TV viewers. Thus, mobile 
devices 114 configured with Such a client application may 
receive, process and display the information contained in the 
interactivity overhead content. The user interface client appli 
cation may further accept and interpret viewer inputs, which 
may be received in the form of button presses or touches on a 
touch-sensitive display, and communicate their interaction 
activities to the mobile TV broadcast network provider 102 
via a unicast wireless data communication network 118. Such 
as a cellular telephone network or a IEEE 802.11 WiFi net 
work. 
0045. The interactivity server 110 may be configured by 
software instructions to enable mobile TV viewers to deter 
mine whether other viewers are present on the mobile TV 
network, determine whether other viewers are watching 
mobile TV, invite those who are watching mobile TV to 
simultaneously watch a program, chat with other viewers, 
rate programs, set reminders and share those reminders with 
other viewers, watch hosted broadcast program and create ad 
hoc channels. 
0046. An interactivity server 110 may also be configured 
with Software instructions to transmit interactivity data to a 
commercial social network website, such as Facebook(R). For 
example, viewer status, such as information about whether 
the viewer is current watching a program on the mobile TV 
network, may be transmitted from the interactivity server 110 
via the Internet to the social network website profile 122 of 
the viewer where the profile may be updated to show the 
viewer's mobile TV status. 

0047 According to the various embodiments, viewers 
may be enabled to search for other viewers’ data on the mobile 
TV broadcast network. Viewer data may include information 
about the presence and the viewing status of mobile TV 
viewers. A mobile TV viewer may be present on a mobile TV 
broadcast network if the viewer has registered or subscribed 
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to the mobile TV broadcast provider. Presence data may 
include information such as subscription level, mobile device 
specifications, user personal data (e.g., date of birth and 
address), etc. Upon signing up with a mobile TV broadcast 
provider, mobile TV viewers may allow other viewers to 
receive information about their mobile TV viewing status. 
Viewing status may include viewing preferences, viewing 
history, community memberships and current viewing State 
(i.e., whether the mobile TV viewer is currently viewing a 
program). 
0048 Searches for viewer data may be done manually or 
automatically. The mobile device 114 of a mobile TV viewer 
may be configured with software instructions to allow a first 
viewer to manually input information about a second viewer 
(e.g., viewers’ name, network identifier or handle) which may 
be used to ascertain the second viewer's viewer data. Alter 
natively or in addition, the mobile device 114 may also be 
configured with Software instructions to automatically search 
for a second viewer's viewer data. To conduct the search 
automatically, the mobile device 114 may access contact 
databases that may be either available on the mobile device 
(e.g., contact list) or other databases (e.g., remote email con 
tact database) to retrieve second viewer information. The 
information may then be used to search the mobile TV net 
work for presence or viewer status of the second viewer. 
0049. Once viewer data is received by a mobile device, it 
may be displayed in different ways. For example, presence of 
a viewer may be displayed by displaying an avatar next to the 
contact name in the contact database. In another example, a 
mobile device may use a graphical user interface to show a 
status indicator Such as agreen or red graphical indicator next 
to the contacts avatar to indicate that the contact is watching 
mobile TV (e.g., green indicator) or is currently off-line (e.g., 
red indicator). Other methods are well known and contem 
plated. 
0050 FIG. 2 illustrates an overview embodiment method 
for enabling a viewer to search for a mobile TV viewer's data. 
The interactivity server 110 of a broadcast network provider 
102 may be configured by software instructions to receive 
viewer data from a first mobile device 114, step 200, and store 
the viewer data in memory, step 204. The interactivity server 
110 may also be configured by software instructions to 
receive requests for viewer data from a second mobile device 
114, step 204. Once the request for viewer data is received, the 
interactivity server 110 may search the stored data, step 206, 
to determine whether the requested viewer data is available, 
determination 208. If a match is found between the requested 
data and stored data (i.e., determination 208=“Yes”), the 
interactivity server 110 may generate a viewer data message, 
including viewer data about the first mobile device 114, step 
210, and transmit the message to the requesting second 
mobile device 114, step 212. If, based on the request received 
from the second mobile device 114, a match is not found (i.e., 
determination 208=“No”), the interactivity server 110 may be 
configured with Software to generate a request failure mes 
sage, step 214, and send that message to the second mobile 
device 114, step 216. Communication between the mobile 
devices 114 and the interactivity server 110 may be accom 
plished using the unicast or broadcast networks. 
0051 FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate an embodiment method for 
enabling a mobile TV viewer to search for viewer data and 
receive search results via a unicast network. When a first 
viewer uses a first mobile device 114a to watch mobile TV 
programs, the mobile device 114a may be configured with 
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Software instructions to collect viewer data, and create and 
send a viewer data message to the broadcast network provider 
102 using the unicast network, step 606. The first mobile 
device 114a may be configured with software instructions to 
enable the user to set sharing restrictions on the viewer data 
that may be transmitted to the broadcast network provider 
102. For example, the user may be enabled to restrict sharing 
of his/her viewer data to only those other mobile TV viewers 
who are part of the first viewer's network of friends. One way 
a mobile TV viewer may become a member of the first view 
er's network of friends may be by sending a friend request 
message to the first viewer's mobile device 114a and receiv 
ing an accept response message from the first viewer mobile 
device 114a. The viewer data message transmitted from the 
first mobile device 114a, may be relayed by a wireless data 
communication network 118, such as in the form of an SMS 
message, or other device-to-device message relay protocol, 
step 500, to the broadcast network provider 102. At the broad 
cast network provider 102, the interactivity server 110 may 
receive the viewer data message, step 400, extract viewer data 
from the message and store the data in memory or a viewer 
data database, step 402. 
0.052 A second mobile device 114b may receive inputs 
from a second mobile TV viewer requesting a search for the 
first viewer data. The second mobile device 114b may be 
configured with software instructions to receive the search 
request, generate a viewer data request message and send the 
message to the broadcast network provider 102 using the 
unicast network, step 706. The viewer data request message 
may be relayed by the wireless data communication network 
118 to the broadcast network provider 102, step 502. The 
interactivity server 110 may receive the viewer data request 
message, step 404, and conduct a search of the stored viewer 
data, step 406, to determine whether the requested viewer 
data is present in the stored database, determination 408. If a 
match is found between the viewer data requested by the 
second mobile device 114b and viewer data stored in memory 
(i.e., determination 408-'Yes'), the interactivity server 110 
may determine whether there are any restrictions that may 
limit the sharing of the data with the requesting party, deter 
mination 410. If no restrictions exist (i.e., determination 
410=“No”), the interactivity server 110 may retrieve the first 
viewer data and send the data to the requesting second mobile 
device 114b via the unicast network, step 412. The first 
viewer data may be relayed by the wireless communication 
data network 118 to the second mobile device 114b, step 504. 
The mobile device 114b may receive and display the viewer 
data using graphical user interface, step 708. 
0053. If a match is not found between the viewer data 
requested and the viewer data stored in the interactivity server 
110 (i.e., determination 408-'No'), the interactivity server 
110 may generate and send a contact not found message to 
the mobile device 114b using the unicast network, step 413. 
The contact not found message may be relayed by the wire 
less communication data network to the mobile device 114b, 
step 508. The mobile device 114b may then receive and 
display the contact not found message, step 710. 
0054 As illustrated in FIG. 4, if the first viewer data 
includes restrictions for disseminating the data (i.e., determi 
nation 410=“Yes”), the interactivity server 110 may deter 
mine whether the second mobile device 114b qualifies or is 
authorized to receive information about the first viewer, deter 
mination 414. If the second mobile device 114b users is not 
qualified or authorized to receive information about the first 
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viewer (i.e., determination 414=“No”), the interactivity 
server 110 may generate and send a request denied message 
to the second mobile device 114b using the unicast network, 
step 416. The request denied message may be relayed by the 
wireless communication data network 118, step 506, and 
received and displayed by the second mobile device 114b, 
step 712. If the second mobile device 114b users is qualified 
or authorized to receive information about the first viewer 
(i.e., determination 414=“Yes”), the interactivity server 110 
may generate and send the first viewer's data to the unicast 
network, step 412. The viewer data may be relayed by the 
wireless communication data network 118, step 508, and 
received and displayed by the second mobile device 114b, 
step 708. 
0055 FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment method for col 
lecting and sending viewer data to the broadcast network 
provider 102 using a mobile device. When mobile TV viewers 
use their mobile devices 114 to view mobile TV programs, the 
mobile devices 114 may be configured with software instruc 
tions to detect that the device is receiving and displaying a 
particular mobile TV broadcast, step 600. Upon detecting 
reception of the mobile TV broadcast, the mobile devices 114 
may be configured with Software instructions to collect 
viewer data, step 602, create a viewer data message, step 604 
and send the viewer data message to the broadcast network 
provider 102 using the unicast network, step 606. Viewer data 
that may be collected may include viewer's mobile TV watch 
ing status, the mobile TV program which the user is watching, 
the viewer's mobile TV watching history, recent advertise 
ment interactions, and any restrictions that the mobile device 
114 user has set for sharing viewer data with other mobile TV 
viewers. 

0056. In the foregoing embodiments, the viewer data need 
not be limited to information regarding a user's viewing sta 
tus, channel being received or viewing history, and may 
include user-defined information or messages. Also, the shar 
ing of viewer data need not be limited to acquaintances, and 
may include affinity groups in which Strangers assemble and 
share a view experience based upon some common interest or 
personal affinity. In an embodiment, users may enterinto their 
mobile device information about themselves or their interests 
that they wish to be shared with other people via the embodi 
ments. Thus, users may store descriptive phrases or fill out an 
electronic survey that stores their affinities, political parties, 
hobbies, interests, marital status, ethnic or cultural group, and 
just about any aspect that they are comfortable sharing and 
being associated with. Such sharing of user interests and 
information may be implemented in a number of ways, 
including listings of explicit interests, accessing a catalog 
maintained on the interactivity (or third party) server to dis 
covery or subscribe to available topics of interest, and imple 
menting Twitter-like tags. For example, a user may enter or 
indicate a love for cats, interest in gourmet cooking, and or 
that the user is an enduring fan of William Shatner. As a 
further example, users may access a catalog of available top 
ics and Subscribe to topics like cats, gourmet cooking, and the 
William Shatner fan club. As a further example, affinity 
groups may be assigned tags that users can enter to join an 
affinity group (e.g., “if William Shatner'). When available for 
discovery by others, such information may be used to enable 
affinity groups to form through their common viewing and 
commenting on mobile TV content broadcasts. 
0057. In an embodiment, user defined and shared interests, 
characteristics and affinities may be received by the interac 
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tivity server from user mobile devices in a manner similar to 
that described above with reference to FIG. 5. The interactiv 
ity server may store such informationina database in a format 
that enables other users to find others who share the same 
interests. Such user interest data will typically be stored in a 
format that protects users’ identities and preserves user pri 
vacy. Such as with a pseudonym or random identifier that is 
only useable by the interactivity server for enabling those 
with similar interests to interact via their mobile receiver 
devices as described herein. In this manner Strangers with a 
common interest can find each other to enable the formation 
of an affinity group based on that interest. 
0058. In an embodiment the interactivity server 110 may 
be configured to enable users to log in to manage their inter 
ests and control access permissions. For example, the inter 
activity server 110 may be configured so that users have 
accounts in which their interest data is stored, which pass 
word controlled access provisions. Using Such an interactive 
database, users may change there interest information fre 
quently. Also, the database may include user-defined param 
eters or rules that the interactivity server 110 can use to 
determine whether a user wishes to be contacted or permits 
sharing of the user's interest information (e.g., for determi 
nation 410 in FIG. 3). 
0059. In an alternative embodiment, the user's interests 
and control access permission settings are maintained only on 
the user's mobile device 114, and are discovered by the inter 
activity server 110 each time the mobile device 114 is acti 
vated. In this embodiment, the user can revise the user's 
interest settings and set sharing permissions and contact 
restrictions on the user's mobile device at any time, which 
then transmits such information to the interactivity server 110 
in the manner described above with reference to FIG.5. In this 
embodiment the interactivity server 110 does not need to 
maintain a database of user settings, so users can modify their 
user information and their permission settings at will and 
without having to log onto a user database. 
0060. In practice, the aspects of defining personal affini 

ties, discovering users with particular affinities, providing 
presence data (e.g., the user's current viewing status) and 
respecting individual privacy will all be interrelated. The 
manner in which these aspects and concerns are balanced 
may be application-specific and will vary in granularity 
among different applications or uses. For instance, users may 
not care who can view chats in a chat session provided user 
comments are identified only be a user's “handle.” However, 
when sharing presence information, Such as the identity of the 
program being viewed, the same user may wish to limit Such 
information only to friends and family. Similarly, chat mes 
sages regarding a program being viewed may be reserved for 
friends and family. Thus, the embodiments may enable sev 
eral layered and intertwined access permissions and restric 
tions, including, for example: restrictions or access permis 
sions defined by entries in the mobile device's address book; 
an explicitlist of friend/family (or other access groups) stored 
in the interactivity server; and databases maintained by third 
parties that map a user's 'social graph. Such as Facebook or 
Twitter. 

0061 FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary embodiment method 
for receiving and transmitting a viewer's search request for 
viewer data. Mobile devices 114 capable of receiving mobile 
TV contents may be configured with software instructions to 
enable their users to search for other viewer's viewer data. 
The mobile device 114 may receive the user's input request 
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for other viewer data, step 700. The data inputted by a user 
may include the name, ID (e.g., mobile telephone number) or 
handle of another mobile TV viewer. Based on the inputted 
data, the mobile device 114 may create a request for viewer 
data message, step 702, and send that request to the broadcast 
network provider 102 using the unicast network, step 706. 
Depending on the availability of and/or restrictions placed on 
the viewer data, the mobile device 114 may receive different 
responses from the broadcast network provider 102 via the 
unicast network provider. The mobile device 114 may receive 
and display the requested viewer data, step 708. This message 
may be received when the viewer data is available at the 
broadcast network provider 102 and sharing of the data is 
allowed. As noted above, users may identify specific infor 
mation for sharing and set permissions for sharing by entering 
Such information into their mobile device, by updating a 
database that may be hosted by the interactivity server 110 (or 
another server). The mobile device may receive and display a 
denial of request message, step 712. This message may be 
received when viewer data is available at the broadcast net 
work provider but certain pre-set restrictions prevent the 
broadcast network provider 102 from transmitting that data to 
the mobile device 114. The mobile device may receive and 
display a contact not found message, step 710. This message 
may be received when the requested viewer data is not avail 
able at the broadcast network provider 102 or the broadcast 
network provider is unable to find the requested data. 
0062 FIGS. 7-10 illustrate an exemplary embodiment 
method for enabling mobile TV viewer to search for viewer 
data and receive search results via broadcast transmissions 
instead of via a unicast message as described above with 
reference to FIGS. 3-4. In this embodiment, messages for 
warding viewer data to particular recipients may be encrypted 
or tagged (e.g., with an intended recipient ID within packet 
headers) so only those mobile devices 114 possessing the 
decryption key or looking for the packet tag will extract the 
messages from the broadcast overhead content. Communi 
cating with particular mobile devices or groups of mobile 
devices reduces the use of unicast networks which may 
charge users for the data messages. 
0063 Referring to FIG. 7, when a first viewer uses a first 
mobile device 114a to watch mobile TV programs, the mobile 
device 114a may be configured with software instructions to 
collect viewer data and create and send a viewer data message 
to the broadcast network provider 102 via the unicast net 
work, step 606. In an embodiment, the first mobile device 
114a may be configured with software instructions to enable 
the user to set sharing restrictions on the viewer data that may 
be transmitted to the broadcast network provider 102. The 
viewer data message transmitted from the first mobile device 
114a may be relayed by a wireless data communication net 
work 118 to the broadcast network provider 102, step 500. At 
the broadcast network provider 102, the interactivity server 
110 may receive the viewer data message, step 400, extract 
viewer data from the message and store the data in memory, 
step 402. 
0064. A second mobile device 114b may receive an input 
from a second mobile TV viewer requesting a search for the 
first viewer data. The second mobile device 114b may be 
configured with software instructions to receive the search 
request, generate a viewer data request message and send the 
message to the broadcast network provider 102 via the unicast 
network, step 706. The viewer data request message may be 
relayed by the wireless data communication network 118 to 
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the broadcast network provider 102, step 502. The interactiv 
ity server 110 may receive the viewer data request message, 
step 404, and conduct a search of the stored viewer data, step 
406, to determine whether the requested viewer data is 
present in the stored database, determination 408. 
0065. In an optional embodiment that enables responses to 
be transmitted from the broadcast network provider 102 via a 
broadcast channel or flow, the second mobile device 114b 
may be configured by Software to generate an encryption key 
and send it to the broadcast network provider 102 via the 
unicast network, alternative step 707. The encryption key 
may be relayed by the wireless communication data network 
118 to the broadcast network provider 102, step 503. The 
interactivity server 110 at the broadcast network provider 102 
may receive the encryption key and store it, step 405. This 
encryption key may be a low security key, Such as a password 
or PIN number, that the interactivity server 110 or broadcaster 
108 can use to encrypt data messages so that they can be 
broadcast in the overhead content flow for reception only by 
the second mobile device 114b or other devices that have the 
key. 
0066. If a match is found between the viewer data 
requested by the second mobile device 114b and viewer data 
stored in memory (i.e., determination 408-'Yes'), the inter 
activity server 110 may determine whether there are any 
restrictions that may limit the sharing of the data with the 
requesting party, determination 410. If the first viewer data 
includes restrictions for disseminating the data (i.e., determi 
nation 410=“Yes”), the interactivity server 110 may deter 
mine whether the second mobile device 114b qualifies or is 
authorized to receive information about the first viewer, deter 
mination 414. If the second mobile device 114b user is not 
qualified or authorized to receive information about the first 
viewer (i.e., determination 414=“No”), the interactivity 
server 110 may create a request denied message for broadcast 
in the overhead content to the mobile device 114b, step 418, 
illustrated in FIG. 8. 
0067. The interactivity server 110 may encrypt the request 
denied overhead content using an encryption key, step 420. If 
the requesting mobile device 114b did not provide the encryp 
tion key (optional step 707), a decryption key may be sent to 
the mobile device 110 via the unicast network, step 422. The 
decryption key may be relayed by the wireless communica 
tion data network 118 to the second mobile device 114b, step 
510. The second mobile device 114b may receive and store 
the decryption key, step 714, which may be used to decrypt 
broadcast overhead content that may be received from the 
broadcast content provider 102. 
0068. Optionally, the interactivity server 110 may encrypt 
the request denied overhead content using the encryption key 
that was received from the mobile device 114b, step 419. 
Accordingly, the interactivity server 110 may not have to send 
a decryption key to the mobile device 114b because the 
encryption key was generated by and received from the 
mobile device 114b. 
0069. Instead of encrypting response messages, the inter 
activity server 110 may tag the request denied message so that 
it may be broadcasted in the overhead content flow and 
received only be the mobile device 114b looking for message 
packets including the tag, step 421. The tag may be a number 
specific and known to the targeted mobile device 114. Such as 
a mobile device 114 ID or mobile telephone number. Alter 
natively, the interactivity server 110 may send the tag infor 
mation to the mobile device 114b via the unicast network, 
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step 422, so that the mobile device 114b can use the tag to 
identify and extract messages broadcasted in the overhead 
content intended for its reception. The tag information may be 
relayed by the wireless communication data network 118, 
step 510, and received and stored by the mobile device 114b, 
step 714. Receipt of tag data or a decryption key is optional 
because the tag or decryption key information may already be 
known to the first mobile device 114 from an earlier commu 
nication with the interactivity server 110, such as in a previ 
ous message received from the interactivity server 110 or as 
information received and stored in memory as part of a reg 
istration process. When the mobile device 114b knows the tag 
that will be used to identify messages intended for its recep 
tion (whether provided by the device to the server, known to 
the device, or received via a unicast message), the mobile 
device 114b can use it look for and receive tagged messages, 
Such as a tagged request denied message, that are broadcast in 
the overhead content of the mobile TV broadcast transmis 
S1O.S. 

0070. Once the request denied message is tagged or 
encrypted, the interactivity server 110 may send the tagged/ 
encrypted message to the broadcaster to be broadcasted to 
mobile TV viewers in the overhead content portion of broad 
cast transmissions, step 424. The broadcaster 108 may 
receive the tagged/encrypted message, step 300, and broad 
cast it to mobile TV viewers, step 302. The mobile device 
114b may receive the tagged/encrypted overhead content, 
step 716, and receive the request denied message by selecting 
the message for processing based upon identifying the tag in 
a packet header, or being able to decrypt the message payload 
using the decryption key that is known or provided to it, step 
718. The mobile device 114b may then display the request 
denied message to the viewer using the graphical user inter 
face of the device, step 720. 
0071. If the second mobile device 114b users is qualified 

to receive information about the first viewer (i.e., FIG. 7 
determination 414=“Yes”), the interactivity server 110 may 
generate one or more viewer data messages to send the first 
viewer's data to the requesting mobile device 114b via the 
unicast network, step 426, illustrated in FIG. 9. The interac 
tivity server 110 may encrypt the viewer data overhead con 
tent using an encryption key, step 428. Ifa decryption key was 
not provided by the requesting mobile device 114b, a decryp 
tion key may be generated and sent to the mobile device 110 
via the unicast network, step 422. The decryption key may be 
relayed by the wireless communication data network 118 to 
the second mobile device 114b, step 510. The second mobile 
device 114b may receive and store the decryption key, step 
714, which may be used to decrypt the viewer data message 
broadcast in the overhead content by the broadcast content 
provider 102. 
0072 Optionally, the interactivity server 110 may encrypt 
the viewer data overhead content using the encryption key 
that was received from the mobile device 114b, step 427. In 
this case, the interactivity server 110 need not send the 
decryption key to the mobile device 114b because the encryp 
tion key was generated by and received from the mobile 
device 114b. 

0073. Instead of encrypting the viewer data messages, the 
interactivity server 110 may tag the viewer data messages so 
they may be broadcasted in the overhead content flow and 
received only be the mobile device 114b looking for message 
packets including the tag, step 429. As described above, the 
tag may be a number specific and known to the targeted 
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mobile device 114, such as a mobile device 114 ID or mobile 
telephone number. Alternatively, the interactivity server 110 
may send the tag information to the mobile device 114b via 
the unicast network, step 422, so that the mobile device 114b 
can use the tag to identify and extract messages broadcasted 
in the overhead content intended for its reception. The tag 
information may be relayed by the wireless communication 
data network 118, step 510, and received and stored by the 
mobile device 114b, step 714. When the mobile device 114b 
knows the tag that will be used to identify messages intended 
for its reception, the mobile device 114b can use it look for 
and receive tagged messages. Such as a tagged viewer data 
messages, that are broadcast in the overhead content of the 
mobile TV broadcast transmissions. 
0074. Once the viewer data messages are encrypted or 
tagged, the interactivity server 110 may send the encrypted/ 
tagged messages to the broadcaster 108 to be broadcasted to 
mobile TV viewers in the overhead content, step 430. The 
broadcaster 108 may receive the tagged/encrypted viewer 
data messages, step 304, and broadcast them to mobile TV 
viewers in the overhead content, step 306. The mobile device 
114b may receive the overhead content broadcast, step 722, 
and select for reception or decrypt the viewer data messages 
intended for the mobile device 114b tag data using the tag or 
decryption key known to the device, step 724. Once the 
viewer data message has been extracted from the overhead 
content, the mobile device 114b may display the viewer data 
message to the viewer using the graphical user interface of the 
device, step 726. 
0075. If no restrictions on sharing of the viewer data exist 

(i.e., determination 410=“No”), the interactivity server 110 
may retrieve the first viewer data and send the viewer data to 
the requesting second mobile device 114b following the steps 
described above with reference to FIG. 9. 
(0076. If the interactivity server 110 is unable to find data 
matching the search request (i.e., determination 408-'No'), 
the broadcast network provider 102 may create a contact not 
found message to be sent to the requesting mobile device 
114b, step 432 illustrated in FIG. 10. Similar to the methods 
for broadcasting the request denied message and the viewer 
data messages described above with reference to FIGS. 8 and 
9, respectively, the interactivity server 110 may create a con 
tact not found message, step 432, that may be prepared for 
transmission to the requesting mobile device 114b via broad 
cast transmissions by encrypting the message using a pro 
vided encryption key, step 433, encrypting the message using 
a server-generated encryption key, Step 434, or in a tagged 
message, step 435. 
0077 Once the content not found message is tagged or 
encrypted, the interactivity server 110 may send the tagged/ 
encrypted message to the broadcaster 108 to be broadcasted 
to mobile TV viewers in the overhead content flow, step 436. 
The broadcaster 108 may receive the tagged/encrypted mes 
sage, step 308, and broadcast it to mobile TV viewers in the 
overhead content, step 310. The mobile device 114b may 
receive the overhead content, step 728, and select for recep 
tion or decrypt the viewer data messages intended for the 
mobile device 114b using the tag or decryption key known to 
the device, step 730. Once the contact not found message is 
identified or decrypted, the mobile device 114b may display 
the contact not found message to the viewer using the graphi 
cal user interface of the device, step 732. 
0078 FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary embodiment 
method for using a mobile device for searching for viewer 
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data and receiving search results via the broadcast network. 
Mobile devices 114 capable of receiving mobile TV contents 
may be configured with software instructions to enable their 
users to submit search requests for other viewer's viewer data. 
Accordingly, the mobile devices 114 may be configured with 
Software instructions to receive the user's input requesting 
viewer data, step 700. The data inputted by a user may include 
the name, ID or handle of another mobile device user. Based 
on the inputted data, the mobile device 114 may create a 
request for viewer data message, step 702, and send that 
message to the broadcast network provider 102 via the unicast 
network, step 706. The mobile device 114 may receive tag 
data or a decryption key from the broadcast network provider 
102 via the unicast network, step 714. Receipt of tag data or 
a decryption key is optional because the tag or decryption key 
information may already be known to the first mobile device 
114 from an earlier communication with the interactivity 
server 110. Such as in a previous message received from the 
interactivity server 110 or as information received and stored 
in memory as part of a registration process. The mobile device 
114 may use the tag data to identify or the decryption key to 
decrypt encrypted messages broadcast in the overhead con 
tent intended for the mobile device 114. 

0079. Optionally, mobile devices 114 may be configured 
with Software instructions to also generate an encryption key, 
step 705, and send the encryption key to the broadcast net 
work provider 102, step 707. This capability allows the 
requesting mobile device 114 to propose the encryption that 
will be used by the interactivity server 110 to encrypt mes 
sages sent in the overhead content broadcasts that are 
intended for reception only by the mobile device 114. Based 
on the type of encryption key generated, the mobile device 
114 may also generate a decryption key, step 709, which may 
be used to decrypt broadcast messages received from the 
broadcast network provider 102 and encrypted using the 
encryption key sent by the mobile device 114. 
0080 Depending on the availability of and/or restrictions 
placed on the viewer data, the mobile device 114 may receive 
different responses from the broadcast network provider 102 
via the unicast network provider. If there are restrictions 
placed on the viewer data requested and the requesting mobile 
device 114 does not qualify for receiving the viewer data 
based on the required qualifications, the mobile device 114 
may receive a tagged or encrypted request denied message 
broadcast in the overhead content, step 716. If the message is 
tagged, the mobile device may identify the message within 
the overhead content flow using the tag data received from the 
broadcast network provider 102 or a tag stored in memory, 
step 718. If the message is encrypted, the mobile device 114 
may decrypt the message in the overhead content using the 
decryption key receive from the broadcast network provider 
102, step 718. If the message was encrypted using an encryp 
tion key generated and sent from the mobile device 114, the 
mobile device 114 may use a decryption key associated with 
transmitted encryption key to decrypt the broadcasted over 
head content in step 718. The mobile device 114 may then 
display the decrypted request denied message, step 720. 
I0081. If the interactivity server 110 is unable to find 
matching viewing databased on the search request sent by the 
mobile device 114, the mobile device 114 may receive a 
tagged or encrypted contact not found message via the over 
head content broadcast, step 728. If the data received is 
tagged, the mobile device 114 may use tag data stored in 
memory to select the message from the broadcasted overhead 
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content, step 730. If the message is encrypted, the mobile 
device 114 may decrypt it using the decryption key received 
from the broadcast network provider 102 or a decryption key 
associated with a transmitted encryption key, step 730. The 
mobile device 114 may then display the contact not found 
message, step 732. 
I0082 If the interactivity server 110 has received and 
stored the requested viewer data and there are no restrictions 
placed on sharing the viewer data or the mobile device 114 
qualifies or is authorized to receive the viewer data, the 
mobile device 114 may receive the requested viewer data in 
messages contained in the broadcast overhead content, step 
722. The mobile device 114 may identify viewer data mes 
sages based upon detecting a tag in message headers in the 
overhead content flow, or decrypt viewer data messages in the 
overhead content using a decryption key received from the 
broadcast network provider 102 or a decryption key associ 
ated with transmitted encryption key, step 724. The mobile 
device 114 may then display the decrypted viewer data, step 
726. 

I0083 FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary embodiment 
method for transmitting an encryption key generated by the 
mobile device 114 to the interactivity server 110. When the 
mobile device 114 requests viewer data from a mobile TV 
broadcast network provider 102, the mobile device 114 may 
be configured to create send an encryption key to the broad 
cast network provider 102, step 1200. Sending an encryption 
key to the broadcast network provider 102 enables the broad 
caster to reply to requests with messages broadcast in the 
overhead content flow encrypted so only the mobile device 
114 can receive them. The encryption key may be relayed to 
the broadcast network provider 102 via the wireless commu 
nication data network provider 118, step 1202. The interac 
tivity server 110 may receive and store the encryption key, 
step 1204. The mobile device 114 may also create and store a 
corresponding decryption key, step 1201, which the device 
can use to decrypt messages received in the overhead content 
flow. 
I0084 Encryption keys may also be sent to a broadcast 
network provider 102 to enable broadcast of messages in the 
overhead content intended for a community of mobile devices 
(i.e., multiple mobile devices 114) that all possess a corre 
sponding decryption key. To create a community channel 
124, a mobile device 114 may generate a community encryp 
tion key and send it to the broadcast network provider 102. 
step 1206. The community encryption key may be relayed to 
the broadcast network provider 12 via the wireless commu 
nication data network provider 118, step 1208. The interac 
tivity server 110 may receive and store the community 
encryption key, step 1210. The interactivity server 110 may 
create and send a community decryption key to each mobile 
device member of the community channel 124, step 1212. 
The wireless network provider 118 made relay the commu 
nity decryption key from the broadcast network provider 102 
to each mobile device 114 in the community, step 1214. The 
community mobile devices 114 may receive and store the 
community decryption key, step 1216, which may be used to 
decrypt messages in the overhead content flow that are 
intended for delivery to the community by being encrypted 
using the community encryption key. 
I0085. The various embodiment methods and systems may 
enable a mobile TV viewer to invite others or be invited by 
other viewers to watch a particular program broadcast. Each 
viewer who receives an invitation from another mobile TV 
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viewer may have the options to accept or deny the invitation. 
By accepting an invitation, the invitee viewer's mobile device 
may be directed to begin receiving the same program as the 
viewer who initiated the invitation. By denying an invitation, 
the invitee viewer may continue to watch the program he/she 
was watching before receiving the invitation. 
0086 FIGS. 13 and 14 illustrate embodiment methods for 
enabling viewers to invite other viewers to watch a particular 
program with messages sent via a unicast network. As illus 
trated in FIG. 13, a first mobile device 114a user may send an 
invitation message to invite a second mobile device 114b user 
to watch the program that the first mobile device viewer is 
currently watching, step 610. The invitation message may be 
relayed by the wireless communication data network 118 to 
the second mobile device 114b, step 512. The interactivity 
server 110 may receive the invitation message, step 438, and 
send it to the second mobile device 114b via the unicast 
network or via the broadcast network, step 440. The invitation 
message may be relayed by the wireless communication data 
network 118 to the second mobile device 114b, step 512. The 
second mobile device 114b may receive the invitation mes 
sage, step 734, and create and send an invitation response 
message to the broadcast network provider 102, step 702. The 
invitation response message may be relayed by the wireless 
communication data network 118 to the broadcast network 
provider 102, step 514. The interactivity server 110 may 
receive the invitation response, step 422, and determine 
whether the invitation was accepted by the invitee, determi 
nation 444. If the invitation was rejected (i.e., determination 
444=“No”), the interactivity server 110 may generate an invi 
tation rejection message, step 446, and send the invitation 
rejection message to the first mobile device 114a via the 
unicast network, step 448. The invitation rejection message 
may be relayed by their wireless communication data net 
work 118, step 516. The first mobile device 114a may receive 
and display the invite rejection message, step 612. 
0087. If the invitation is accepted by the second mobile 
device 114b (i.e., determination 444=“Yes”), the interactivity 
server 110 may be configured with software instructions to 
create and send an invitation acceptance message to the first 
mobile device 114a via the unicast network, step 449. The 
wireless communication data network 118 may relay the 
invitation acceptance message to the first mobile device 114a, 
step 517. The first mobile device 114a may then receive and 
display the invitation acceptance message, step 613. 
0088 Using the program information received in the invi 
tation message or viewer data received from mobile devices 
114, the interactivity server 110 may also determine the 
mobile TV program that is reportedly being watched on a first 
mobile device 114a and send that information to a second 
mobile device 114b so that it can tune into the same program. 
An example method for accomplishing this is illustrated in 
FIG. 14. The interactivity server 110 extracts the program 
information from the invitation message or accesses the 
viewer data stored in memory for the first mobile device 114a 
to determine the mobile TV program it is reportedly receiv 
ing, step 450. Using this information, the interactivity server 
110 can create and send an instruction message to a second 
mobile device 114b to cause the same program to be dis 
played, step 452. The instruction methods may be transmitted 
via a wireless communication data network 118 which relays 
the message to the second mobile device 114b, step 518. The 
second mobile advice 114b may receive the instruction mes 
sage, step 738, and implement the instructions sent by the 
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interactivity server 110 So as to begin receiving and display 
ing the program that is being watched by the first mobile 
device 114a users, step 740. 
0089 FIGS. 15-19 illustrate an embodiment method for 
enabling viewers to invite other viewers to watch a particular 
program using the mobile broadcast TV network. As illus 
trated in FIG. 15, a first mobile device 114a may create an 
invitation request message to invite a second mobile device 
114b to watch a program and send the message to the broad 
cast network and provider 102 via the unicast network, step 
610. The wireless communication data network 118 relays 
the invitation message to the broadcast network provider 102. 
step 512. The interactivity server 110 receives the invitation 
request message, step 438, and creates an invitation request 
message for transmission via the broadcast overhead content, 
step 454. 
(0090. As described more fully above, the interactivity 
server 110 may tag or encrypt the invitation request message 
for transmission to the intended receiver via the broadcast 
overhead content, step 456. If the overhead content is tagged, 
the interactivity server 110 may create and send tag data to the 
second mobile device 114b via the unicast network, step 422. 
Alternatively if the overhead content is encrypted, the inter 
activity server 110 may create and send a decryption key to 
the second mobile device 114b via the unicast network, step 
422. The wireless communication data network 118 may 
relay the tag data or the decryption key to the second mobile 
device 114b, step 510. The second mobile device 114b may 
receive and store the tag data or the decryption key which may 
be used to identify or decrypt broadcasts messages received 
from the broadcast network provider 102, step 714. Trans 
mission oftag data or a decryption key is optional because the 
tag or decryption key information may already be known to 
the first mobile device 114 from an earlier communication 
with the interactivity server 110, such as in a previous mes 
sage received from the interactivity server 110 or as informa 
tion received and stored in memory as part of a registration 
process. 
0091. The interactivity server 110 may send the tagged/ 
encrypted invitation request message to the broadcaster 108 
for inclusion in the broadcast overhead content, step 458. The 
broadcaster may receive the tagged/encrypted invitation 
request message, step 312 and broadcast the message in the 
overhead content for receipt by the second mobile device 
114b, step 314. 
0092 Referring to FIG.16, the second mobile device 114b 
may receive the overhead content including the tagged/en 
crypted invitation request message, step 742. If the broadcast 
content is tagged, the second mobile device 114b may be 
configured with software instructions to use the tag data 
received from the interactivity server 110 to identify the invi 
tation request message in the overhead content, access the 
invitation information within the message, and display the 
invitation request, step 744. Alternatively, if the broadcast 
content is encrypted, the second mobile device 114b may be 
configured with Software instructions to use a decryption key 
received from the interactivity server 110 to decrypt the invi 
tation request message, access the invitation information 
within the message, and display the invitation request, step 
744. The second mobile device 114 be may then receive the 
viewer input, which may constitute an answer to the invitation 
request, step 745, and create and send an appropriate invita 
tion response message to the interactivity server 110 via the 
unicast network, step 702. The wireless communication data 
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network 118 may relay the invitation response message to the 
broadcast network provider 102, step 532. 
0093. The interactivity server 110 may receive the invite 
response message, step 442, and determine whether they 
invitation is accepted, determination 444. If the invitation is 
accepted by the second mobile device 114b user (i.e., deter 
mination 444=“Yes”), the interactivity server 110 may create 
and send an invitation acceptance message to the first mobile 
device 114a via the unicast network, step 449. The wireless 
communication data network 118 may relay the invitation 
acceptance message to the first mobile device 114a, step 517, 
which receives and displays the invitation acceptance mes 
sage to the viewer, step 613. Alternatively, the interactivity 
server 110 may transmit the invitation acceptance message to 
the first mobile device 114a by broadcasting it in the overhead 
content using the various embodiment methods as explained 
below with reference to FIG. 18. 

0094. As illustrated in FIG. 17, the interactivity server 110 
may also be configured to create a program display instruc 
tions message to allow the second mobile device 114b users to 
watch a program which is currently being displayed by the 
first mobile device 114a, step 460. The interactivity server 
110 may tag or encrypt the program display instructions 
message, step 462, and send the message to the broadcaster 
108, step 464. The broadcaster 108 may receive the message, 
step 316, and broadcast the tagged or encrypted program 
display instructions message in the broadcast overhead con 
tent, step 318. The second mobile device 114b may receive 
the overhead content containing the tagged or encrypted pro 
gram display instructions, step 746. If the program display 
instructions message is tagged, the second mobile device 
114b may use the tag data received from the interactivity 
server 110 to identify the message within the broadcasted 
overhead content, step 748. If the program display instruc 
tions message is encrypted, the second mobile device 114b 
may use the decryption key received from the interactivity 
server 110 to decrypt the message, step 748. The second 
mobile device 114b may then implement the received instruc 
tions so as to display the program that is currently watched by 
the first mobile device 114a user. 

0095 Optionally, as illustrated in FIG. 18, if the second 
mobile device 114b accepts the invitation from the first 
mobile device 114a (i.e., determination 444=“Yes”), the 
interactivity server 110 may generate an invitation accep 
tance message for transmission in the broadcast overhead 
content, step 467, by either tagging or encrypting the mes 
sage, step 469. The interactivity server 110 may create and 
send tag data or a decryption key to the first mobile device 
114a via the unicast network, step 422. The wireless commu 
nication data network 118 may relay the tag data or decryp 
tion key to the first mobile device 114a. The first mobile 
device 114a may receive and store the tag data or decryption 
key for use in extracting the invitation acceptance message 
from within the broadcast overhead content, step 714. The 
interactivity server 110 may send the tagged or encrypted 
invitation acceptance message to the broadcaster 108, step 
471, which may receive it, step 321, and broadcast the tagged 
or encrypted invitation acceptance message in the overhead 
content, step 323. The first mobile device 114a may receive 
the overhead content containing the tagged or encrypted invi 
tation acceptance message, step 615. If the invitation accep 
tance message is tagged, the first mobile device 114a may use 
the tag data received from the interactivity server 110 to 
identify the message within the broadcast overhead content, 
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step 617. If the invitation acceptance message is encrypted, 
the first mobile device 114a may use the decryption key 
received from the interactivity server 110 to decrypt the mes 
sage received from the overhead content, step 617. The invi 
tation acceptance message may then be displayed, step 619. 
0096. As illustrated in FIG. 19, if the second mobile device 
114b rejects the invitation from the first mobile device 114a 
(i.e., determination 444=“No”), the interactivity server 110 
may generate an invitation rejection message, step 466, and 
either tag or encrypt it for transmission to the intended recipi 
ent in the broadcast overhead content, step 468. To enable 
Such communication, the interactivity server 110 may create 
and send tag data or a decryption key to the first mobile device 
114a via the unicast network, steps 422, 510,714. The inter 
activity server 110 may send the tagged or encrypted invita 
tion rejection message to the broadcaster 108, step 470. The 
broadcaster 108 may receive the invitation rejection message, 
step 320, and broadcast the tagged or encrypted invitation 
rejection message in the overhead content, step 322. The first 
mobile device 114a may receive the overhead content, step 
614. If the invitation rejection message is tagged, the first 
mobile device 114a may use the tag data received from the 
interactivity server 110 to identify the message within the 
overhead content, step 616. If the invitation rejection message 
is encrypted, the first mobile device 114a may use the decryp 
tion key received from the interactivity server 110 to decrypt 
the received message, Step 616. The invitation rejection mes 
sage may then be displayed, step 618. 
0097 FIG. 20 illustrates an embodiment method for send 
ing an invitation request message to a mobile TV viewer and 
receiving the viewer's response. In this embodiment, a first 
mobile TV broadcast viewer may use a first mobile device 
114 to invite a second viewer to watch the program at the first 
reviewer is currently watching. The first mobile device 114 
may receive the viewer's invitation request input, step 1900, 
and based on that input create and send an invitation request 
message to the broadcast network provider using a unicast 
network, step 610. The first mobile device 114 may then 
receive a response to its invitation request via unicast or 
broadcast networks. For example, first mobile device 114 
may receive an invite acceptance message via the unicast 
network, step 613, or receive an invitation rejection message 
via the unicast network, step 612. 
0098. If the response to the invitation request is received 
via the broadcast network, the first mobile device 114 may 
first receive tag data or a decryption key via the broadcast 
network, step 714. As noted above, receipt of tag data or a 
decryption key is optional because the tag or decryption key 
information may already be known to the first mobile device 
114 from an earlier communication with the interactivity 
server 110. Such as in a previous message received from the 
interactivity server 110 or as information received and stored 
in memory as part of a registration process. If the invitation is 
rejected, the first mobile device 114 may receive a tagged or 
encrypted invite rejection message in the broadcast overhead 
content, step 614. If the broadcasted overhead content is 
tagged, the first mobile device 114 may use the tag data stored 
in memory to identify the invitation rejection message within 
the overhead content, step 616, and display the invitation 
rejection message, step 618. If the rejection message is 
encrypted, the first mobile device 114 may use the decryption 
key received from the broadcast network provider 102 to 
decrypt the message received from the overhead content, step 
616, and display the invitation rejection message, step 618. 
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Similarly, if the invitation is accepted the first mobile device 
114 may receive a tagged or encrypted invitation acceptance 
message in the overhead content, step 615, that may be iden 
tify using tag data or decrypt using a decryption key is, step 
617. The mobile device 114 may then display the acceptance 
message to the viewer, step 619. 
0099 FIG. 21 illustrates an embodiment method for 
receiving an invitation message from another mobile TV 
viewer and sending a response to the invitation using the 
unicast network. A second mobile device 114b may receive 
an invitation message from a first mobile device 114a via the 
unicast network, step 734. The second mobile device 114b 
may display the invitation message using graphical user inter 
face, step 735, and receive a viewer response input, step 737. 
The second mobile device 114b may create an invitation 
response message based on the viewer input and send it to the 
broadcast network provider 102 via the unicast network, step 
702. If the viewer accepts the invitation, the second mobile 
device 114b may receive instructions to display the program 
which is currently being viewed by the first mobile device 
viewer, step 738. The second mobile device 114b may 
execute the received instructions causing it to display the 
program, step 740. If the viewer rejects the invitation sent 
from the first mobile device 114a, no further communications 
may be received by the second mobile device 114b. 
0100 Instead of sending and receiving invitations via a 
unicast network, such messages may be transmitted between 
viewers via the mobile TV broadcast network. FIG. 22 illus 
trates an embodiment method for receiving an invitation mes 
sage from another mobile TV viewer and responding to the 
request using the broadcast network. A second mobile device 
114b may receive and store tag data or decryption keys from 
the broadcast network provider 102, step 740. As noted 
above, receiving tag data or a decryption key is optional 
because the tag order key may already be in the possession of 
the mobile device 114b, such as when the information has 
previously been provided by the interactivity server 110 or the 
information was stored in memory during a registration pro 
cess. The second mobile device 114b may receive broad 
casted overhead content including a tagged or encrypted invi 
tation request message from the broadcast provider 102 via 
the broadcast network, step 742. If the invitation request 
message is tagged, the second mobile device 114b may use 
tag data in memory to identify the invitation request message 
within the broadcasted overhead content, step 744. If the 
broadcast overhead content is encrypted, the second mobile 
device 114b may use the decryption key in memory to decrypt 
and display the invitation request message received from the 
broadcasted overhead content, step 744. The second mobile 
device 114b may receive a viewer input in response to a 
display of the invitation request, step 745, and use that if you 
are input to create and send an invitation response message to 
the broadcast network provider via the unicast network, step 
702. If the viewer accepts the invitation request, the second 
mobile device 114b may soon thereafter receive a tagged or 
encrypted program display instructions message via the 
broadcast overhead content, step 746. If the program display 
instructions message is tagged, the second mobile device 
114b may use the tag data stored in memory to identify the 
display instructions message within the broadcast overhead 
content, step 748. If the program display instructions message 
is encrypted, the second mobile device 114b may use the 
decryption key stored in memory to decrypt the message 
retrieved from the broadcast overhead content, step 748. The 
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second mobile device 114b may execute the program display 
instructions received in the message, Step 749, causing the 
device to display on the second mobile device 114b the pro 
gram that is currently being watched by the first mobile 
device 114a user, step 750. 
0101 FIG. 23 illustrates an embodiment method for chat 
ting with other mobile TV viewers using the unicast network 
via the mobile TV broadcast network interactivity server 110. 
A the user may use a graphical user interface of the first 
mobile device 114a to input a text or multimedia comment 
message related to a mobile TV program being viewed that 
the user wishes to relay to one or more other viewers, such as 
a user of a second mobile device 114b. For example, a user 
comment message may include a simple text message, an 
image, animage plus text, or evena Screen shot or frame of the 
Video being viewed. Further, the user comment message may 
also or alternatively be sent to users who are not presently 
viewing a particular content. The first mobile device 114a 
may receive the viewer's comment message, step 620, and 
format the chat data into a message that it sends to the broad 
cast network provider 102 via the unicast network, step 622. 
The wireless communication data network 118 may relay the 
comment message to the broadcast network provider 102. 
step 534, where the interactivity server 110 receives the com 
ment message, step 472, and generates and sends the com 
ment message to the second mobile device 114b via the 
unicast network, step 474, 534. The second mobile device 
114b may receive the comment message, step 752, and dis 
play the comment message content to the second viewer, step 
754. 

0102 FIG. 24 illustrates an embodiment method for com 
municating chat data among mobile TV viewers using the 
broadcast network. A first mobile device 114a may send chat 
data in a message to the broadcast network provider 102 via 
the unicast network, step 622, 534. The interactivity server 
110 may receive the chat data, step 472, and create a chat data 
message for broadcast in the overhead content, step 476. As 
with other types of messages, the interactivity server 110 may 
tag or encrypt the chat message to enable delivery to intended 
recipients via the broadcast overhead content flow, step 478. 
Optionally, the interactivity server 110 may create and send 
tag data or a decryption key to the second mobile device 114b 
via the unicast network, step 422, 510. The second mobile 
device 114b may receive and store the tag data or decryption 
key that may be use later to identify or decrypt broadcasts data 
received from the broadcast network provider 102, step 714. 
As noted above, the transmission and reception of tag data or 
a decryption key are optional because the tag or key may 
already be known to and stored in memory of the second 
mobile device 114b. The interactivity server 110 may send the 
tagged or encrypted chat message to the broadcaster, step 
482, which receives it, step 324, and broadcasts the tagged or 
encrypted chat message within the overhead content flow, 
step 326. The second mobile device 114b may then receive 
the overhead content, step 756. If the chat data message is 
tagged, the second mobile device 114b may use the tag data 
memory to identify the chat data message within the overhead 
content flow and display the chat text to second viewer, step 
758. If the chat data message is encrypted, the second mobile 
device 114 may use the decryption key in memory to decrypt 
the data message received from the overhead content flow and 
display the chat to the second viewer, step 758. 
0103) A further embodiment may be employed to enable 
mobile TV users to Submit ratings of broadcast programs. 
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Such ratings provided by viewers may be tallied by the 
mobile TV broadcaster to determine an overall viewer rating 
for programs. The overall ratings may be broadcasted in the 
overhead content flow to some or all viewers. For example, 
program ratings could be viewer ratings may be presented as 
a graphical icon next to the name of the program in the 
program guide displayed on mobile devices. FIG. 25 illus 
trates an embodiment method for receiving, calculating and 
broadcasting program ratings to mobile TV viewers. The 
interactivity server 110 may be configured with software to 
receive information about broadcast programs from the 
broadcaster 108, step 1600, and create a rating overlay con 
tent that may be broadcast within the overhead content, step 
1602. The rating overlay content may be sent to the broad 
caster, step 1604. The broadcaster 108 may receive, step 
1606, and broadcast the rating overlay content as part of the 
overhead content flow, step 1608. The rating overlay content 
may include data that can be used by a client application in 
mobile devices 114 to display a user interface for receiving 
viewer ratings of programs such as an overlay display that 
appears while a program is being displayedora user inputline 
or radio boxes appearing beside program names in the pro 
gram guide. The rating overlay content may include more 
than just the program or content title by including information 
about the artists or actors, year of production or composition, 
writer or composer, parental rating, critic evaluations, or any 
other information that may help viewers rate the program. 
0104. The rating overlay content may be generated in a 
format that a client application on mobile devices 114 can 
interpret and use to generate a rating overlay display and 
populate a rating user interface. In one embodiment, the rat 
ing overlay content may be raw information that the client 
application can organize into a display. In another embodi 
ment, the rating overlay content may be in the form of a 
hypertext language script, such as XML or HTML, which a 
client application implements in order to generate a rating 
overlay display. The mobile device 114 may receive the over 
lay content, step 1610, and display a rating overlay display, 
step 1612. 
0105. The mobile device 114 may also be configured with 
software to receive input from a user, step 1614, create a 
rating response message (step not shown) and send the rating 
response message, step 1616, to the broadcast network pro 
vider 102 using the unicast network. The wireless network 
provider 118 may receive and forward the rating input 
response message, step 1618, to the broadcast network pro 
vider 102. At the broadcast network provider 102, the inter 
activity server 110 may receive the rating response message, 
step 1620, tally the ratings from many viewers, step 1622, and 
create a viewer rating results overlay, step 1626. The rating 
results overlay may include the final rating numbers based on 
all the ratings for a program that were received from different 
mobile TV viewers who rated that specific program. The 
broadcaster 108 may receive the rating results overlay, 1628, 
and broadcast the results overlay, step 1630. Mobile devices 
114 may be configured to receive the broadcasted rating over 
lay and display the program rating as an overlay to a program 
or the viewer guide, or as an additional item within the viewer 
guide, step 1632. 
01.06 FIGS. 26 and 27 illustrate another embodiment 
method that enables mobile TV viewers to use the unicast 
network to receive reminders about broadcast programs and 
share those reminders with other viewers. The broadcaster 
108 send program schedules to the interactivity server 110. 
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step 328. The interactivity server 110 may receive and store 
the program schedule which may be used to set alerts for 
viewers, step 484. A first mobile device 114a may be config 
ured with software instructions to enable a viewer to request 
that reminders be set for selected mobile TV programs. 
Accordingly, the first mobile device 114a may receive the 
viewer's reminder preference inputs, step 624, and create and 
send a reminder request message to the broadcast network 
provider 102 via the unicast network, step 626. The viewer 
reminder requests may include, for example, the programs for 
which the viewer desires to receive reminders, the time (e.g., 
an amount of time in advance of a program start time) a 
reminder should be sent to the user, authorization or lack 
thereof to share the viewer's reminders with other mobile TV 
viewers, and a list of other mobile TV viewers who may 
receive the reminder. The viewer reminder request message 
may be relayed by the wireless communication data network 
118 to the broadcast network provider 102, step 536. The 
interactivity server 110 may receive the viewer reminder 
request message, step 486. In interactivity server 110 may 
determine the program for which a reminder is requested 
based on the viewer's reminder request message and the 
program schedule received from the broadcaster 108, step 
488. At the appropriate time (i.e., at the time requested by the 
viewer in advance of a program start) the interactivity server 
110 may then create an alert message, step 490, and, based on 
the viewer request preferences, determine whether the alert 
message may be shared with other viewers, determination 
492. 

0107 If the viewer reminder preferences do not allow 
sharing the alert with other viewers (i.e., determination 
492=“Yes”), the interactivity server 110 may send the alert 
message only to the viewer who requested the reminder via 
the unicast network, step 494. The wireless communication 
data network 118 may relay the alert message to the first 
mobile device 114a users, step 538. The first mobile device 
114a users may receive the alert message and display or 
Sound the alert using resident Software programs installed on 
the mobile device 114a. 

0.108 If the viewer reminder preferences allow sharing 
alerts with other viewers (i.e., determination 492=“Yes”), the 
interactivity server 110 may send the alert message to all the 
viewers identified in the reminder preferences using the uni 
cast network, step 494. The wireless communication data 
network 118 may relay the alert message to the appropriate 
mobile TV viewers, step 538. The targeted mobile devices 
114a, 114b may receive the alert message, step 760, and 
display the alert using resident software programs on the 
mobile device and graphical user interface and/or sound an 
alert to remind the viewer that a program is due to begin, step 
762. 

0109. As illustrated in FIG. 27, a second mobile device 
114b may receive the viewer's response to the alert message, 
step 764, create a viewer response message, step 766, and 
send the viewer response message to the broadcast network 
provider 102 via the unicast network, step 768. The viewer 
response message may be relayed by the wireless communi 
cation data network 118, step 540. The interactivity server 
110 may receive and store the viewer response message, step 
496, and be received by the interactivity server 110, step 496. 
The interactivity server 110 may receive such response mes 
sages from many viewers and create a viewer response list 
message based on all the responses received, step 498, and 
send the viewer response list message to all the mobile 
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devices 114 which are allowed to share alert messages via the 
unicast network, steps 800, 542. The viewer response list 
message may include information about whether each viewer 
may watch the program for which an alert message was 
transmitted. All mobile devices permitted to share reminders 
may receive the viewer response list message from the broad 
cast network provider 102, step 770, and display the content 
of the message, step 772. 
0110. Another embodiment method illustrated in FIGS. 
28-31 enables viewers to set and receive program reminders, 
may enable viewers to set program reminders and share those 
reminders with other viewers with the reminder and alert 
messages being delivered via the broadcast network. The 
broadcaster 108 may send a program schedule to the interac 
tivity server 110, step 328. The interactivity server 110 may 
receive and store the program schedule which may be used to 
identify the programs for which reminders may be requested 
by viewers, step 484. A mobile TV viewer who wishes to set 
a reminder may input the reminder preferences into his/her 
first mobile device 114a. The first mobile device 114a may 
receive the viewer reminder request preferences, step 624, 
and create and send a viewer reminder request message to the 
broadcast network provider 102 via the unicast network, step 
626. The wireless communication data network 118 may 
relay the viewer reminder request message to the broadcast 
network provider 102, step 536. The interactivity server 110 
may receive the viewer reminder request message, step 486, 
and, based on the viewer requests and the program schedule, 
determine the programs for which reminders are requested, 
step 488. At the appropriate time the interactivity server 110 
may create a viewer alert message, step 802, and tag or 
encrypt the viewer alert message so that it may be delivered 
via broadcasted overhead content, step 804. The interactivity 
server 110 may also determine, based on viewer preferences 
received in the reminder request message, whether the viewer 
alert message may be shared with other mobile TV viewers, 
determination 492. 

0111. As shown in FIG. 29, if the viewer alert message 
may be shared with other viewers (i.e., determination 
492=“Yes”), the interactivity server 110, may create and send 
(via the unicast network) tag data or a decryption key mes 
sages to all the mobile devices 114 which are allowed to share 
the viewer alert message, step 422. The wireless data network 
118 may relay the tag data or decryption key messages to 
mobile devices 114, step 510. The mobile devices 114 may 
receive and store the tag data or decryption key that may be 
used to identify or decrypt the viewer alert overhead content 
broadcasted via the broadcast network, step 714. As noted 
above, transmission of tags or decryption keys is not neces 
sary if mobile devices 114 already have such information 
stored I memory. The interactivity server 110 may send the 
tagged or encrypted viewer alert message to the broadcaster 
108, step 806, which receives the message, step 322, and 
broadcast it within the overhead content flow, step 324. All the 
mobile and devices 114 allowed to share reminder informa 
tion receive overhead content, step 774. If the viewer alert 
message is tagged, the mobile devices 114 may use the tag 
data in memory to identify the broadcasted viewer alert mes 
sages within the overhead content, step 776. If the viewer alert 
overhead content is encrypted, the mobile devices 114 may 
use the decryption key in memory to decrypt the viewer alert 
message received from the overhead content, step 776. The 
mobile devices 114 may then display or sound the alert, step 
778. 
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0.112. As shown in FIG. 30, a second mobile device 114b 
may receive the viewer's response to the viewer alert mes 
sage, step 764, and create, step 766, and send a viewer 
response message to the broadcast network provider 102 via 
the unicast network, step 768. The wireless communication 
data network 118 may relay the response message to the 
broadcast network provider 102, step 540, where the interac 
tivity server 110 may receive and store the message, step 496. 
The interactivity server 110 may receive and store viewer 
responses from many mobile devices 114, and based on the 
viewer's responses create a viewer response list message to be 
broadcasted in the overhead content to all mobile devices 114 
authorized to receive reminder messages, step 808. The inter 
activity server 110 may tag or encrypt the viewer response list 
message for delivery via the overhead content flow, step 809, 
and send it to the broadcaster 108, step 810. The broadcaster 
108 may receive the tagged/encrypted viewer response list 
message, step 332, and broadcast the message in the overhead 
content, step 334. The mobile devices 114 may receive the 
overhead content from the broadcast network provider 102, 
step 780. If the viewer response list message is tagged, the 
mobile devices 114 may use the tag data in memory to iden 
tify the viewer response list message within the broadcasted 
overhead content, step 782. If the received overhead content 
is encrypted, the mobile devices 114 may use the decryption 
key in memory to decrypt the viewer response list message 
received from the broadcasted overhead content, step 782. 
The mobile devices may then display the viewer response list, 
step 784. 
0113. As illustrated in FIG.31, if the viewer alert overhead 
content may be not shared with other viewers (i.e., determi 
nation 492=“No”), the interactivity server 110 will send the 
alert message to only the requesting mobile device 114a. 
Since the operations are essentially the same as described 
above with reference to FIG. 29, the descriptions for like 
numbered steps apply equally to the steps illustrated in FIG. 
31. 

0114. The various embodiment methods and systems may 
used to enable creation of channels or programs which may be 
hosted by individuals, such as a celebrity for example. On 
Such hosted channels or programs, a celebrity may be enabled 
to comment and opine on programs and chat with viewers. 
For example, Michael Jordan may be engaged to comment on 
a basketball game on mobile TV broadcast network. This may 
allow more Successful advertisement of programs and may 
attract more viewers. 

0115 FIGS. 32-35 illustrate embodiment methods for 
enabling a celebrity to communicate with viewers of a pro 
gram. As illustrated in FIG. 32, a celebrity may be invited to 
host a program broadcast during which the celebrity may be 
enabled to control program broadcasts, chat and communi 
cate with viewers. Once the broadcast network provider 102 
has identified a celebrity Suitable for hosting a program 
broadcast, the interactivity server 110 may create and send a 
host invitation message to the celebrity mobile device 114c, 
step 812. The wireless communication data network 118 may 
relay the host invitation message to the celebrity mobile 
device 114c, step 542. The celebrity mobile device 114c may 
receive, step 786, and display the host invitation message, 
step 788. The celebrity mobile device 114c may receive the 
celebrity response to the host invitation and create and send 
an invitation response message to the broadcast network pro 
vider 102, step 792. The wireless communication data net 
work 118 may relay the invitation response message to the 
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broadcast network provider 102, step 544. The interactivity 
server 110 may receive the invitation response message, step 
814, and determine whether the invited celebrity has accepted 
the invitation, determination 816. 
0116. If the celebrity has accepted the invitation to host the 
program broadcast (i.e., determination 816=“Yes”), the inter 
activity server 110 may create a host control data message, 
step 818, and send it to the celebrity mobile device 114c via 
the unicast network, step 820. The wireless communication 
data network 118 may relay the host control data message to 
the celebrity mobile device 114c, step 546. The celebrity 
mobile device 114c may receive the host control data mes 
sage, step 794, and generate a host control user interface 
through which the celebrity host can control the program 
broadcast and communicate with viewers of the program, 
step 796. The host control user interface may include virtual 
remote control buttons to allow the celebrity to control the 
broadcast of the program, for example, stop or pause the 
broadcast program, and graphical user interface indicators 
which may allow celebrities to chat with other viewers. 
Instead of providing a user interface on a celebrity host 
mobile device, the celebrity may perform the hosting func 
tions within a mobile broadcast network provider studio con 
figured with interactive tools to facilitate the host’s activities. 
In a further embodiment, a host interface website may be 
created which enables the celebrity to log in and host the 
interactive show from any location with access to the Internet. 
0117 If the celebrity has rejected the invitation to host the 
program broadcast (i.e., determination 816-'No'), the inter 
activity server 110 may create and sendagratitude message to 
the celebrity mobile device 114c via the unicast network, step 
822. The wireless communication data network 118 may 
relay the gratitude message to the celebrity mobile device 
114c, step 548. The celebrity mobile device 114c may receive 
and display the gratitude message, step 798. 
0118 FIG. 33 illustrates an embodiment method for 
enabling celebrity hosts to control the broadcast of a program 
during the time the celebrity acts as a host. A celebrity mobile 
device 114c may receive a comment or command input from 
the celebrity host, step 628. Command inputs may include 
instructions to pause, stop, fast forward or rewind a program 
broadcast. Based upon the received input the celebrity mobile 
device 114c may create and send a celebrity command mes 
sage to the broadcast network provider 102 via the unicast 
network, step 630. The wireless communication data network 
118 may relay the celebrity command message to the broad 
cast network provider 102, step 548. The interactivity server 
110 may receive the command message, step 824, and send 
the command message to the broadcaster, step 826. The 
broadcaster 108 may receive the command message, step 
336, and execute the command to change the broadcast in the 
corresponding manner, step 338. To enable the host to pause 
programming, the broadcaster 108 may be configured to store 
broadcast programming in a data store, such as a video data 
base within the transcoder so that when programming is 
paused by the host, the content can be cached in the data store. 
When programming is played by the host, the cached content 
is streamed from the data store to the broadcaster 108. The 
broadcaster 108 may broadcast the changed program, step 
340, which is received by all mobile devices 114 tuned into 
the program, step 900. 
0119 Optionally, as illustrated in FIG.34, in response to a 
celebrity command message the interactivity server 110 may 
create and send a substitute content command to the broad 
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caster 108, step 828. A substitute content command may 
instruct the broadcaster to, for example, pause the broadcast 
of the program and replace the still picture of the paused 
program with Substitute content Such as a picture of the celeb 
rity. The broadcaster 108 may receive the substitute content 
command message, step 342, execute the command, step 344, 
and broadcast the substitute content, step 346, which is then 
received by the mobile devices 114, step 902. 
0120 FIG. 35 illustrates an embodiment method for 
enabling celebrity hosts to communicate with program view 
ers using the broadcast network. Prior to the start of the hosted 
program the interactivity server 110 may create and send (via 
the unicast network) tag data or a decryption key to the mobile 
devices 114 that have registered to receive the celebrity com 
ments, steps 422, 510. The mobile and devices 114 may 
receive and store the tag data or decryption key that may be 
used later to identify or decrypt host comment messages sent 
in the overhead flow, step 714. As noted above, delivery of tag 
or key information may not be required if the mobile devices 
already possess the information in memory. Also, tag and key 
data may not be required if the host comments are to be 
received by all mobile devices since there will be no need to 
control the reception or delivery of such overhead content 
messages. 

I0121 A celebrity mobile device 114c may receive celeb 
rity chat text inputs, step 632, and send the text data to the 
broadcast network provider 102 via the unicast network, step 
634. The wireless communication data network 118 may 
relay the text data to the broadcast network provider 102, step 
550. The interactivity server 110 may receive the text data, 
step 830, and create a text data message, step 832, that may be 
tagged or encrypted for transmission via the broadcast over 
head content in the situation where the host's comments are to 
be narrow-casted (i.e., received by a designated Subset of 
mobile devices 114), step 834. The interactivity server 110 
may send the tagged or encrypted text data message to the 
broadcaster 108, step 838. The broadcaster 108 may receive 
the text data message, step 348, and broadcast it in the over 
head content flow, step 350. The mobile devices 114 receive 
overhead content, step 904. If the text data message is tagged, 
the mobile devices may use a tag in memory to identify the 
text data message within the overhead content, step 906. If the 
text data message is encrypted, the mobile devices may use a 
decryption key in memory to decrypt the text data message 
received from the overhead content, step 906. If the text data 
message is not tagged or encrypted, mobile devices 114 may 
receive it in the ordinary manner that overhead content is 
received and processed. The mobile devices 114 may then 
display the text, step 908. 
0.122 The various embodiment methods and systems may 
also enable mobile TV viewers to create ad-hoc channels. 
Ad-hoc channels may be used by viewers as personalized 
channels which may list the viewers’ favorite programs and 
allow viewers to share their favorite programs with other 
viewers. For example, a viewer may create a William Shatner 
channel in which all the programs which include William 
Shatner may be listed. Other viewers may join ad-hoc chan 
nels created by others to share programs. For example, other 
viewers may join the William Shatner channel to access a list 
of programs in which William Shatner appears. A mobile 
device 114 tuned to the William Shatner channel will then 
receive and display each of the programs listed in the list as 
they are broadcast by the mobile TV broadcast service pro 
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vider. Ad-hoc channels enable viewers with similar taste in 
programming to share and enjoy their favorite shows with 
each other. 

0123. An example embodiment enabling viewers to create 
ad hoc channels with target programming and shared those 
channels with other viewers is illustrated in FIGS. 36-39. As 
illustrated in FIG. 36, a mobile device 114 may be configured 
with software instructions to enable a viewer to create an ad 
hoc channel. The mobile device 114 may receive and store ad 
hoc channel tag data, step 910. Ad hoc channel tag data may 
include information about the content of the programs which 
the viewer would like to list in the ad hoc channel. For 
example, if the viewer is a fan of William Shatner and desires 
to create an ad hoc channel which may list all the programs 
broadcasted by the broadcast network provider 102 that 
includes or relates to William Shatner, the viewer may input 
“William Shatner as the ad hoc channel tag data. The mobile 
device 114 may create and send a request to generate an ad 
hoc channel message to the broadcast network provider 102 
via the unicast network, steps 912, 552. The interactivity 
server 110 may receive and store the request message and the 
accompanying tag data, step 840. Using the ad hoc channel 
tag data received from the viewer, the interactivity server 110 
may create an ad hoc channel, step 842. 
0.124. In an embodiment, the broadcast network provider 
102 may include program content tag data for every program 
that may be broadcasted. The broadcaster 108 may send pro 
gram content tag data, step 352, to the interactivity server 110. 
The interactivity server 110 may be configured with software 
instructions to periodically receive information about broad 
cast programs and their associated tag data from the broad 
caster 108, step 844, and compare the tag data received from 
the broadcaster to the tag data received from the viewer, step 
846, to determined whether the broadcast program content 
tag data matches the tag data provided by the viewer, deter 
mination 848. If the program content tag data provided by the 
broadcaster 108 does not match the tag data provided by the 
viewer (i.e., determination 848–"No'), the interactivity 
server 110 may ignore the program, step 850. 
0.125 If the program content tag data provided by the 
broadcaster 108 matches the tag data provided by the viewer 
(i.e., determination 848=“Yes”), as illustrated in FIG. 37, the 
interactivity server 110 may create recording instructions 
overhead content, step 852. The recording instructions over 
head content may include information about the program tag 
data which matched the tag data provided by the viewer for 
the ad hoc channel. The information may include a program 
ID, program start time and program end time. The recording 
instructions overhead content may also include instructions 
which may be used by a resident Software program on the 
mobile device 114 to identify a program broadcast and record 
the program on the mobile device so that the viewer may 
watch it at his/her leisure. The interactivity server 110 may 
tag or encrypt the recording instructions message So it can be 
narrow-casted via the broadcast overhead content, step 854, 
and create and send tag data or decryption key to the mobile 
device 114 via the unicast network, step 422,510. The mobile 
device 114 may receive and store the tag data or decryption 
key, step 714. The interactivity server 110 may send the 
tagged or encrypted recording instructions message to the 
broadcaster 108, step 856. The broadcaster 108 may receive 
the tagged or encrypted recording instructions message, step 
354 and broadcast it in the overhead content, step 356. 
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0.126 The mobile device 114 may receive the overhead 
content, step 914. If the recording instructions message is 
tagged, the mobile device 114 may use the tag data in memory 
to identify the recording instructions message within the 
overhead content, step 916. If the recording instructions mes 
sage is encrypted, the mobile device 114 may use a decryption 
key in memory to decrypt the recording instructions message 
received from the overhead content, step 916. The mobile 
device 114 may be configured with software instructions to 
execute the instructions received in the recording instructions 
message to receive and record program broadcasts related to 
the viewer's ad hoc channel. 

0127. As illustrated in FIG. 38, when the broadcaster 108 
broadcasts programs, step 358, mobile devices 114 receive 
the broadcast program content, step 920, and may determined 
whether the program is an ad hoc channel related program 
based in the instructions received from the broadcast network 
provider 102, determination 922. Alternatively, the mobile 
device 114 may compare program listings in the program 
guide to determine whether a scheduled program is on the list 
of programs associated with the ad hoc channel. If the broad 
casted program is an ad hoc channel related program (i.e., 
determination 922=“Yes”), the mobile device 114 may record 
the program in memory, step 924, so that the viewer may 
accessitat any time. If the broadcast program is not an ad hoc 
channel related program (i.e., determination 922=“No”), the 
mobile device 114 may not record the program in the 
memory, step 926. It should be noted that some broadcast 
content may be transmitted by clipcasting which does not 
require Scheduled recording. Clipcasting involves broadcast 
ing a file for storage instead of a file for immediate (“real 
time') display using the file delivery capabilities of many 
broadcast networks. Clipcasted content is transmitted mul 
tiple times to ensure Successful delivery via a unidirectional 
communication link, and is advertised to be delivered by a 
particular time (i.e., when the redundant broadcasts termi 
nate). Content received by clipcasting file delivery mecha 
nisms may be transmitted during off-hours, such as in the 
middle of the night, and received and stored on mobile 
devices. When the stored content is accessed by a user it is 
presented on the mobile device as if it were being broad 
casted. Thus, mobile devices may receive and store the ad hoc 
channel content as clipcasts in step 924. 
I0128. An embodiment enabling viewers to receive infor 
mation about ad hoc channels through the broadcast network 
via the program guide is illustrated in FIG. 39. As with the 
foregoing embodiment, the mobile device 114 may store ad 
hoc channel tag data, Step 910, and send a request to generate 
an ad hoc channel message to the broadcast network provider 
102, step 912, via a wireless communication data network 
118, step 552. The interactivity server 110 may receive and 
store the request message and the accompanying tag data, 
step 840. Using the ad hoc channel tag data received from the 
viewer, the interactivity server 110 may create adhoc channel 
data, step 842, and send the ad hoc channel data to the broad 
caster 108, step 858. The broadcaster 108 may receive the ad 
hoc channel data, step 360, generate a program guide adden 
dum that includes the ad hoc channel data, step 362, and 
broadcast the program guide in the overhead content, step 
364. The mobile devices 114 may receive and display the 
program guide including the ad hoc channels, step 928. The 
mobile TV viewers may then use the program guide to iden 
tify ad hoc channels for viewing. 
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0129. Typical mobile devices 118 suitable for use with the 
various embodiments will have in common the components 
illustrated in FIG. 40. For example, an exemplary mobile 
device 118 may include a processor 191 coupled to internal 
memory 192, a display 193, and to a speaker 199. Addition 
ally, the mobile device 118 may have an antenna 194 for 
sending and receiving electromagnetic radiation that is con 
nected to a wireless data link and/or cellular telephone trans 
ceiver 195 coupled to the processor 191 and a mobile TV 
broadcast receiver 198 coupled to the processor 191. Mobile 
devices typically also include one or more user input elements 
for receiving user inputs and providing the inputs to the 
processor 191, such as a touch-screen display 193, a keypad 
196 or miniature keyboard, and/or menu selection buttons or 
rocker Switches 197. 
0130. The processor 191 may be any programmable 
microprocessor, microcomputer or multiple processor chip or 
chips that can be configured with Software instructions (appli 
cations) to perform a variety of functions, including the func 
tions of the various embodiments described herein. In some 
mobile devices, multiple processors 191 may be provided, 
Such as one processor dedicated to wireless communication 
functions and one processor dedicated to running other appli 
cations. Typically, Software applications may be stored in the 
internal memory 192 before they are accessed and loaded into 
the processor 191. In some mobile devices, the processor 191 
may include internal memory Sufficient to store the applica 
tion software instructions. In many mobile devices 114, the 
internal memory 192 may be a volatile or nonvolatile 
memory, such as flash memory, or a mixture of both. For the 
purposes of this description, a general reference to memory 
refers to all memory accessible by the processor 191, includ 
ing internal memory 192, removable memory plugged into 
the mobile device, and memory within the processor 191 
itself. 

0131) A number of the embodiments described above may 
also be implemented with any of a variety of remote server 
devices, such as the server 2700 illustrated in FIG. 41. Such a 
server 2700 typically includes a processor 2701 coupled to 
volatile memory 2702 and a large capacity nonvolatile 
memory, such as a disk drive 2703. The server 2700 may also 
include a floppy disc drive and/or a compact disc (CD) drive 
2706 coupled to the processor 2701. The server 2700 may 
also include network access ports 2704 coupled to the pro 
cessor 2701 for establishing data connections with network 
circuits 2705, such as the Internet. 
0132) The foregoing method descriptions and the process 
flow diagrams are provided merely as illustrative examples 
and are not intended to require or imply that the steps of the 
various embodiments must be performed in the order pre 
sented. As will be appreciated by one of skill in the art the 
order of steps in the foregoing embodiments may be per 
formed in any order. Words such as “thereafter,” “then.” 
“next, etc. are not intended to limit the order of the steps: 
these words are simply used to guide the reader through the 
description of the methods. Further, any reference to claim 
elements in the singular, for example, using the articles “a. 
“an or “the' is not to be construed as limiting the element to 
the singular. 
0133. The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, cir 
cuits, and algorithm steps described in connection with the 
embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented as elec 
tronic hardware, computer Software, or combinations of both. 
To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and 
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Software, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, 
circuits, and steps have been described above generally in 
terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is 
implemented as hardware or Software depends upon the par 
ticular application and design constraints imposed on the 
overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the described 
functionality in varying ways for each particular application, 
but such implementation decisions should not be interpreted 
as causing a departure from the scope of the present invention. 
I0134. The hardware used to implement the various illus 
trative logics, logical blocks, modules, and circuits described 
in connection with the aspects disclosed herein may be imple 
mented or performed with a general purpose processor, a 
digital signal processor (DSP), an application specific inte 
grated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA) or other programmable logic device, discrete gate or 
transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any com 
bination thereof designed to perform the functions described 
herein. A general-purpose processor may be a microproces 
Sor, but, in the alternative, the processor may be any conven 
tional processor, controller, microcontroller, or state 
machine. A processor may also be implemented as a combi 
nation of computing devices, e.g., a combination of a DSP 
and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or 
more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any 
other Such configuration. Alternatively, Some steps or meth 
ods may be performed by circuitry that is specific to a given 
function. 

I0135) In one or more exemplary aspects, the functions 
described may be implemented in hardware, software, firm 
ware, or any combination thereof. If implemented in soft 
ware, the functions may be stored on or transmitted over as 
one or more instructions or code on a computer-readable 
medium. The steps of a method or algorithm disclosed herein 
may be embodied in a processor-executable software module 
executed which may reside on a computer-readable medium. 
Computer-readable media includes both computer storage 
media and communication media including any medium that 
facilitates transfer of a computer program from one place to 
another. A storage media may be any available media that 
may be accessed by a computer. By way of example, and not 
limitation, such computer-readable media may comprise 
RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk stor 
age, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, 
or any other medium that may be used to carry or store desired 
program code in the form of instructions or data structures 
and that may be accessed by a computer. Also, any connection 
is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For 
example, if the software is transmitted from a website, server, 
or other remote source using a coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, 
twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or wireless tech 
nologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave, then the 
coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless 
technologies Such as infrared, radio, and microwave are 
included in the definition of medium. Disk and disc, as used 
herein, includes compact disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, 
digital video disc (DVD), floppy disk, and blu-ray disc where 
disks usually reproduce data magnetically, while discs repro 
duce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above 
should also be included within the scope of computer-read 
able media. Additionally, the operations of a method or algo 
rithm may reside as one or any combination or set of codes 
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and/or instructions on a machine readable medium and/or 
computer-readable medium, which may be incorporated into 
a computer program product. 
0136. The preceding description of the disclosed embodi 
ments is provided to enable any person skilled in the art to 
make or use the present invention. Various modifications to 
these embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in 
the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be 
applied to other embodiments without departing from the 
Scope of the invention. Thus, the present invention is not 
intended to be limited to the embodiments shown herein but is 
to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the following 
claims and the principles and novel features disclosed herein. 

1. A method for enabling viewer interactivity in a mobile 
TV broadcast system, comprising: 

receiving viewer data from a first mobile device: 
storing the received viewer data; 
receiving a request for viewer data from a second mobile 

device; and 
transmitting the received viewer data to the second mobile 

device. 
2. The method of claim 1, whereintransmitting viewer data 

to the second mobile device comprises transmitting the 
viewer data via a unicast network. 

3. The method of claim 1, whereintransmitting viewer data 
to the second mobile device comprises: 

generating a viewer data message; 
encrypting the viewer data message; and 
broadcasting the encrypted viewer data message in an 

overhead content transmission. 
4. The method of claim 1, whereintransmitting viewer data 

to the second mobile device comprises: 
generating a viewer data message; 
tagging the Viewer data message; and 
broadcasting the tagged viewer data message in an over 

head content transmission. 
5. The method of claim3, further comprising receiving an 

encryption key from the second mobile device, 
wherein encrypting the viewer data message comprises 

encrypting the viewer data message using the encryption 
key received from the second mobile device. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining whether the second mobile device is qualified 

to receive viewer data received from the first mobile 
device, 

wherein transmitting viewer data to the second mobile 
device is accomplished only when the second mobile 
device is qualified to receive viewer data received from 
the first mobile device. 

7. The method of claim3, further comprising transmitting 
a decryption key to the second mobile device via a unicast 
network. 

8. An interactivity server, comprising: 
a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to access a broadcast network and a unicast net 
work, 

wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 
able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
receiving viewer data from a first mobile device; 
storing the received viewer data; 
receiving a request for viewer data from a second mobile 

device; and 
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transmitting the received viewer data to the second 
mobile device. 

9. The interactivity server of claim8, wherein the processor 
is configured with processor-executable instructions such 
that transmitting viewer data to the second mobile device 
comprises transmitting the viewer data via the unicast net 
work. 

10. The interactivity server of claim 8, wherein the proces 
sor is configured with processor-executable instructions such 
that transmitting viewer data to the second mobile device 
comprises: 

generating a viewer data message; 
encrypting the viewer data message; and 
broadcasting the encrypted viewer data message in an 

overhead content transmission. 
11. The interactivity server of claim 8, wherein the proces 

sor is configured with processor-executable instructions such 
that transmitting viewer data to the second mobile device 
comprises: 

generating a viewer data message; 
tagging the viewer data message; and 
broadcasting the tagged viewer data message in an over 

head content transmission. 
12. The interactivity server of claim 11, wherein the pro 

cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform further steps comprising receiving an encryption key 
from the second mobile device, 

wherein encrypting the viewer data message comprises 
encrypting the viewer data message using the encryption 
key received from the second mobile device 

13. The interactivity server of claim 8, wherein the proces 
sor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform further steps comprising: 

determining whether the second mobile device is qualified 
to receive the viewer data received from the first mobile 
device, 

wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 
able instructions such that transmitting viewer data to 
the second mobile device is accomplished only when the 
second mobile device is qualified to receive viewer data 
received from the first mobile device. 

14. The interactivity server of claim 11, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform further steps comprising transmitting a decryption 
key to the second mobile device via the unicast network. 

15. An interactivity server, comprising: 
means for receiving viewer data from a first mobile device: 
means for storing the received viewer data; 
means for receiving a request for viewer data from a second 

mobile device; and 
means for transmitting the received viewer data to the 

second mobile device. 
16. The interactivity server of claim 15, wherein means for 

transmitting viewer data to the second mobile device com 
prises means for transmitting the viewer data via a unicast 
network. 

17. The interactivity server of claim 15, wherein means for 
transmitting viewer data to the second mobile device com 
prises: 
means for generating a viewer data message; 
means for encrypting the viewer data message; and 
means for broadcasting the encrypted viewer data message 

in an overhead content transmission. 
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18. The interactivity server of claim 15, wherein means for 
transmitting viewer data to the second mobile device com 
prises: 

means for generating a viewer data message; 
means for tagging the viewer data message; and 
means for broadcasting the tagged viewer data message in 

an overhead content transmission. 
19. The interactivity server of claim 18, further comprising 

means for receiving an encryption key from the second 
mobile device, 

wherein means for encrypting the viewer data message 
comprises means for encrypting the viewer data mes 
Sage using the encryption key received from the second 
mobile device. 

20. The interactivity server of claim 15, further compris 
ing: 

means for determining whether the second mobile device is 
qualified to receive the viewer data received from the 
first mobile device, 

wherein means for transmitting viewer data to the second 
mobile device comprises means for transmitting the 
viewer data when the second mobile device is qualified 
to receive viewer data received from the first mobile 
device. 

21. The interactivity server of claim 18, further comprising 
means for transmitting a decryption key to the second mobile 
device via the unicast network. 

22. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for receiving viewer data from a 
first mobile device; 

at least one instruction for storing the received viewer 
data; 

at least one instruction for receiving a request for viewer 
data from a second mobile device; and 

at least one instruction for transmitting the received 
viewer data to the second mobile device. 

23. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting viewer data to the 
second mobile device comprises at least one instruction for 
transmitting the viewer data via a unicast network. 

24. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting viewer data to the 
second mobile device comprises: 

at least one instruction for generating a viewer data mes 
Sage, 

at least one instruction for encrypting the viewer data mes 
Sage; and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the encrypted 
viewer data message in an overhead content transmis 
sion. 

25. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting viewer data to the 
second mobile device comprises: 

at least one instruction for generating a viewer data mes 
Sage, 

at least one instruction for tagging the viewer data mes 
Sage; and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the tagged viewer 
data message in an overhead content transmission. 

26. The computer program product of claim 25, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises at 
least one instruction for receiving an encryption key from the 
second mobile device, 
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wherein the at least one instruction for encrypting the 
viewer data message comprises at least one instruction 
for encrypting the viewer data message using the 
encryption key received from the second mobile device. 

27. The computer program product of claim 22, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for determining whether the second 
mobile device is qualified to receive the viewer data 
received from the first mobile device, 

wherein the at least one instruction for transmitting viewer 
data to the second mobile device is accomplished only 
when the second mobile device is qualified to receive 
viewer data received from the first mobile device. 

28. The computer program product of claim 25, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises at 
least one instruction for transmitting a decryption key to the 
second mobile device via a unicast network. 

29. A method for enabling viewer interactivity in a mobile 
TV broadcast system, comprising: 

receiving an invitation message from a first mobile device 
via a unicast network; 

transmitting the invitation message to a second mobile 
device via the unicast network; 

receiving an invitation response message from the second 
mobile device via the unicast network; and 

transmitting the invitation response message to the first 
mobile device. 

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the invitation 
response message is transmitted to the first mobile device in 
an overhead content broadcast. 

31. The method of claim 29, further comprising: 
determining a mobile TV program being displayed by the 

first mobile device; 
creating an instruction message containing instructions 

configured to cause the second mobile device to display 
the mobile TV program determined to be displayed by 
the first mobile device; and 

transmitting the instruction message to the second mobile 
device. 

32. The method of claim 29, wherein transmitting the 
instruction message to the second mobile device comprises: 

encrypting the instruction message; and 
broadcasting the encrypted instruction message in an over 

head content transmission. 
33. The method of claim 29, wherein transmitting the 

instruction message to the second mobile device comprises: 
tagging the instruction message; and 
broadcasting the tagged instruction message in an over 

head content transmission. 
34. An interactivity server, comprising: 
a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to access a broadcast network and a unicast net 
work, 

wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 
able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
receiving an invitation message from a first mobile 

device via a unicast network; 
transmitting the invitation message to a second mobile 

device via the unicast network; 
receiving an invitation response message from the sec 
ond mobile device via the unicast network; and 
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transmitting the invitation response message to the first 
mobile device. 

35. The interactivity server of claim 34, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions 
Such that the invitation response message is transmitted to the 
first mobile device in an overhead content broadcast. 

36. The interactivity server of claim 34, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform further steps comprising: 

determining a mobile TV program being displayed by the 
first mobile device; 

creating an instruction message containing instructions 
configured to cause the second mobile device to display 
the mobile TV program determined to be displayed by 
the first mobile device; and 

transmitting the instruction message to the second mobile 
device. 

37. The interactivity server of claim 34, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions 
Such that transmitting the instruction message to the second 
mobile device comprises: 

encrypting the instruction message; and 
broadcasting the encrypted instruction message in an over 

head content transmission. 
38. The interactivity server of claim 34, wherein the pro 

cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions 
Such that transmitting the instruction message to the second 
mobile device comprises: 

tagging the instruction message; and 
broadcasting the tagged instruction message in an over 

head content transmission. 
39. An interactivity server, comprising: 
means for receiving an invitation message from a first 

mobile device via a unicast network; 
means for transmitting the invitation message to a second 

mobile device via the unicast network; 
means for receiving an invitation response message from 

the second mobile device via the unicast network; and 
means for transmitting the invitation response message to 

the first mobile device. 
40. The interactivity server of claim39, wherein means for 

transmitting the invitation response message to the first 
mobile device comprises means for transmitting the invita 
tion response message to the first mobile device in an over 
head content broadcast. 

41. The interactivity server of claim 39, further compris 
ing: 

means for determining a mobile TV program being dis 
played by the first mobile device; 

means for creating an instruction message containing 
instructions configured to cause the second mobile 
device to display the mobile TV program determined to 
be displayed by the first mobile device; and 

means for transmitting the instruction message to the sec 
ond mobile device. 

42. The interactivity server of claim39, wherein means for 
transmitting the instruction message to the second mobile 
device comprises: 

means for encrypting the instruction message; and 
means for broadcasting the encrypted instruction message 

in an overhead content transmission. 
43. The interactivity server of claim39, wherein means for 

transmitting the instruction message to the second mobile 
device comprises: 
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means for tagging the instruction message; and 
means for broadcasting the tagged instruction message in 

an overhead content transmission. 
44. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for receiving an invitation mes 
sage from a first mobile device via a unicast network; 

at least one instruction for transmitting the invitation 
message to a second mobile device via the unicast 
network; 

at least one instruction for receiving an invitation 
response message from the second mobile device via 
the unicast network; and 

at least one instruction for transmitting the invitation 
response message to the first mobile device. 

45. The computer program product of claim 44, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting the invitation 
response message to the first mobile device comprises at least 
one instruction for transmitting the invitation response mes 
sage to the first mobile device in an overhead content broad 
CaSt. 

46. The computer program product of claim 44, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for determining a mobile TV pro 
gram being displayed by the first mobile device; 

at least one instruction for creating an instruction message 
containing instructions configured to cause the second 
mobile device to display the mobile TV program deter 
mined to be displayed by the first mobile device; and 

at least one instruction for transmitting the instruction mes 
Sage to the second mobile device. 

47. The computer program product of claim 44, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting the instruction 
message to the second mobile device comprises: 

at least one instruction for encrypting the instruction mes 
Sage; and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the encrypted 
instruction message in an overhead content transmis 
sion. 

48. The computer program product of claim 44, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting the instruction 
message to the second mobile device comprises: 

at least one instruction for tagging the instruction message; 
and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the tagged instruc 
tion message in an overhead content transmission. 

49. A method for enabling viewer interactivity in a mobile 
TV broadcast system, comprising: 

receiving chat data from a first mobile device via a unicast 
network; and 

transmitting the chat data to a second mobile device. 
50. The method of claim 49, wherein transmitting the chat 

data to the second mobile device comprises transmitting the 
chat data via the unicast network. 

51. The method of claim 49, wherein transmitting the chat 
data to the second mobile device comprises: 

creating a chat data message; 
encrypting the chat data message; and 
broadcasting the encrypted chat data message in an over 

head content. 
52. The method of claim 49, wherein transmitting the chat 

data to the second mobile device comprises: 
creating a chat data message; 
tagging the chat data message; and 
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broadcasting the tagged chat data message in an overhead 
COntent. 

53. An interactivity server configured to enable viewer 
interactivity in a mobile TV broadcast network, comprising: 

a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to the broadcast network and a unicast network, 
wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 

able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
receiving chat data from a first mobile device via the 

unicast network; 
creating a chat data message; and 
broadcasting the chat data to a second mobile device via 

the broadcast network. 
54. The interactivity server of claim 53, wherein the pro 

cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform steps further comprising encrypting the chat data 
message, wherein the processor is configured with processor 
executable instructions such that broadcasting the chat data 
comprises broadcasting the encrypted chat data message in an 
overhead content. 

55. The interactivity server of claim 53, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform steps further comprising tagging the chat data mes 
sage, wherein the processor is configured with processor 
executable instructions such that broadcasting the chat data 
comprises broadcasting the tagged chat data message in an 
overhead content. 

56. An interactivity server configured to enable viewer 
interactivity in a mobile TV broadcast network, comprising: 

means for receiving chat data from a first mobile device via 
a unicast network; 

means for creating a chat data message; and 
means for broadcasting the chat data to a second mobile 

device via abroadcast network. 
57. The interactivity server of claim 56, further comprising 

means for encrypting the chat data message, wherein means 
for broadcasting the chat data comprises means for broadcast 
ing the encrypted chat data message in an overhead content. 

58. The interactivity server of claim 56, further comprising 
means for tagging the chat data message, wherein means for 
broadcasting the chat data comprises means for broadcasting 
the tagged chat data message in an overhead content. 

59. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for receiving chat data from a first 
mobile device via a unicast network; 

at least one instruction for creating a chat data message; 
and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the chat data to 
a second mobile device via a broadcast network. 

60. The computer program product of claim 59, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises at 
least one instruction for encrypting the chat data message, 
wherein the at least one instruction for broadcasting the chat 
data comprises at least one instruction for broadcasting the 
encrypted chat data message in an overhead content. 

61. The computer program product of claim 59, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises at 
least one instruction for tagging the chat data message, 
wherein the at least one instruction for broadcasting the chat 
data comprises at least one instruction for broadcasting the 
tagged chat data message in an overhead content. 
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62. A method for enabling mobile TV viewers to rate 
mobile TV broadcast programs, comprising: 

receiving program data; 
generating a rating overlay content; 
broadcasting the rating overlay content in an overhead 

content; 
receiving a plurality of viewer rating messages via a uni 

cast network; 
tallying the ratings received in the plurality of viewer rating 

messages; 
generating a rating results overlay content; and 
broadcasting the rating results overlay content in an over 

head content of a mobile TV broadcast transmission. 
63. The method of claim 62, further comprising encrypting 

the rating results overlay content prior to broadcasting. 
64. The method of claim 62, further comprising tagging the 

rating results overlay content prior to broadcasting. 
65. An interactivity server, comprising: 
a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to access a broadcast network and a unicast net 
work, 

wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 
able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
receiving program data; 
generating a rating overlay content; 
broadcasting the rating overlay content in an overhead 

content via the broadcast network; 
receiving a plurality of viewer rating messages via the 

unicast network; 
tallying the ratings received in the plurality of viewer 

rating messages; 
generating a rating results overlay content; and 
broadcasting the rating results overlay content in an 

overhead content of a mobile TV broadcast transmis 
sion via the broadcast network. 

66. The interactivity server of claim 65, further wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps comprising encrypting the rating 
results overlay content prior to broadcasting. 

67. The interactivity server of claim 65, further wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps comprising tagging the rating results 
overlay content prior to broadcasting. 

68. An interactivity server, comprising: 
means for receiving program data; 
means for generating a rating overlay content; 
means for broadcasting the rating overlay content in an 

overhead content; 
means for receiving a plurality of viewer rating messages 

via a unicast network; 
means for tallying the ratings received in the plurality of 

viewer rating messages; 
means for generating a rating results overlay content; and 
means for broadcasting the rating results overlay content in 

an overhead content of a mobile TV broadcast transmis 
sion. 

69. The interactivity server of claim 68, further comprising 
means for encrypting the rating results overlay content prior 
to broadcasting. 

70. The interactivity server of claim 68, further comprising 
means for tagging the rating results overlay content prior to 
broadcasting. 
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71. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for receiving program data; 
at least one instruction for generating a rating overlay 

content; 
at least one instruction for broadcasting the rating over 

lay content in an overhead content; 
at least one instruction for receiving a plurality of viewer 

rating messages via a unicast network; 
at least one instruction fortallying the ratings received in 

the plurality of viewer rating messages; 
at least one instruction for generating a rating results 

overlay content; and 
at least one instruction for broadcasting the rating results 

overlay content in an overhead content of a mobile TV 
broadcast transmission. 

72. The computer program product of claim 71, wherein 
computer readable storage medium further comprises at least 
one instruction for encrypting the rating results overlay con 
tent prior to broadcasting. 

73. The computer program product of claim 71, wherein 
computer readable storage medium further comprises at least 
one instruction for tagging the rating results overlay content 
prior to broadcasting. 

74. A method for enabling mobile TV viewers to set 
reminders for mobile TV programs within a mobile broadcast 
network, comprising: 

receiving a viewer reminder request message from a first 
mobile device via a unicast network, the viewer 
reminder request message including a program identifier 
for a program for which a reminder is requested and an 
amount of time in advance of broadcast time that a 
reminder is requested; 

determining a program corresponding to the program iden 
tifier; 

generating an alert message for the determined program at 
the amount of time in advance of broadcast time for the 
determined program; and 

transmitting the alert message to the first mobile device. 
75. The method of claim 74, wherein transmitting the alert 

message to the first mobile device comprises transmitting the 
alert message via the unicast network. 

76. The method of claim 74, wherein transmitting the alert 
message to the first mobile device comprises broadcasting the 
alert message in an overhead content of a mobile TV broad 
cast transmission. 

77. The method of claim 74, further comprising: 
determining whether the alert may be shared with other 

mobile TV viewers; 
broadcasting the alert message in an overhead content of a 

mobile TV broadcast transmission; 
receiving a viewer response message from a second mobile 

device via the unicast network; 
generating a viewer response list message; and 
broadcasting the viewer response list message in the over 

head content of the mobile TV broadcast transmission. 
78. The method of claim 76, further comprising encrypting 

the viewer alert overhead content prior to broadcasting. 
79. The method of claim 76, further comprising tagging the 

viewer alert overhead content prior to broadcasting. 
80. An interactivity server configured to enable mobile TV 

viewers to set reminders for mobile TV programs within a 
mobile broadcast network, comprising: 
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a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to access a broadcast network and a unicast net 
work, 

wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 
able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
receiving a viewer reminder request message from a first 

mobile device via the unicast network, the viewer 
reminder request message including a program iden 
tifier for a program for which a reminder is requested 
and an amount of time in advance of broadcast time 
that a reminder is requested; 

determining a program corresponding to the program 
identifier; 

generating an alert message for the determined program 
at the amount of time in advance of broadcast time for 
the determined program; and 

transmitting the alert message to the first mobile device. 
81. The interactivity server of claim 80, wherein the pro 

cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions 
Such that transmitting the alert message to the first mobile 
device comprises transmitting the alert message via the uni 
cast network. 

82. The interactivity server of claim 80, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions 
Such that transmitting the alert message to the first mobile 
device comprises broadcasting the alert message in an over 
head content of a mobile TV broadcast transmission. 

83. The interactivity server of claim 80, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform steps further comprising: 

determining whether the alert may be shared with other 
mobile TV viewers; 

broadcasting the alert message in an overhead content of a 
mobile TV broadcast transmission; 

receiving a viewer response message from a second mobile 
device via the unicast network; 

generating a viewer response list message; and 
broadcasting the viewer response list message in the over 

head content of the mobile TV broadcast transmission. 
84. The interactivity server of claim 82, wherein the pro 

cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform steps further comprising encrypting the viewer alert 
overhead content prior to broadcasting. 

85. The interactivity server of claim 82, wherein the pro 
cessor is configured with processor-executable instructions to 
perform steps further comprising tagging the viewer alert 
overhead content prior to broadcasting. 

86. An interactivity server configured to enable mobile TV 
viewers to set reminders for mobile TV programs within a 
mobile broadcast network, comprising: 
means for receiving a viewer reminder request message 

from a first mobile device via a unicast network, the 
viewer reminder request message including a program 
identifier for a program for which a reminder is 
requested and an amount of time inadvance of broadcast 
time that a reminder is requested; 

means for determining a program corresponding to the 
program identifier, 

means for generating an alert message for the determined 
program at the amount of time in advance of broadcast 
time for the determined program; and 
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means for transmitting the alert message to the first mobile 
device. 

87. The interactivity server of claim 86, wherein means for 
transmitting the alert message to the first mobile device com 
prises means for transmitting the alert message via the unicast 
network. 

88. The interactivity server of claim 86, wherein means for 
transmitting the alert message to the first mobile device com 
prises means for broadcasting the alert message in an over 
head content of a mobile TV broadcast transmission. 

89. The interactivity server of claim 86, further compris 
ing: 

means for determining whether the alert may be shared 
with other mobile TV viewers; 

means for broadcasting the alert message in an overhead 
content of a mobile TV broadcast transmission; 

means for receiving a viewer response message from a 
second mobile device via the unicast network; 

means for generating a viewer response list message; and 
means for broadcasting the viewer response list message in 

the overhead content of the mobile TV broadcast trans 
mission. 

90. The interactivity server of claim 88, further comprising 
means for encrypting the viewer alert overhead content prior 
to broadcasting. 

91. The interactivity server of claim 88, further means for 
comprising tagging the viewer alert overhead content prior to 
broadcasting. 

92. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for receiving a viewer reminder 
request message from a first mobile device via a uni 
cast network, the viewer reminder request message 
including a program identifier for a program for 
which a reminder is requested and an amount of time 
in advance of broadcast time that a reminder is 
requested; 

at least one instruction for determining a program cor 
responding to the program identifier; 

at least one instruction for generating an alert message 
for the determined program at the amount of time in 
advance of broadcast time for the determined pro 
gram; and 

at least one instruction for transmitting the alert message 
to the first mobile device. 

93. The computer program product of claim 92, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting the alert message 
to the first mobile device comprises at least one instruction for 
transmitting the alert message via the unicast network. 

94. The computer program product of claim 92, wherein 
the at least one instruction for transmitting the alert message 
to the first mobile device comprises at least one instruction for 
broadcasting the alert message in an overhead content of a 
mobile TV broadcast transmission. 

95. The computer program product of claim 92, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for determining whether the alert 
may be shared with other mobile TV viewers; 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the alert message 
in an overhead content of a mobile TV broadcast trans 
mission; 

at least one instruction for receiving a viewer response 
message from a second mobile device via the unicast 
network; 
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at least one instruction for generating a viewer response list 
message; and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the viewer 
response list message in the overhead content of the 
mobile TV broadcast transmission. 

96. The computer program product of claim 94, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises at 
least one instruction for encrypting the viewer alert overhead 
content prior to broadcasting. 

97. The computer program product of claim 94, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises 
least one instruction for comprising tagging the viewer alert 
overhead content prior to broadcasting. 

98. A method for inviting a celebrity to host a broadcast 
program, comprising: 

creating a host invite message; 
transmitting the host invite message to a celebrity mobile 

device using a unicast network; 
receiving the response invite message from the celebrity 

mobile device; 
creating a host control data message; and 
transmitting the host control data message to the celebrity 

mobile device using the unicast network. 
99. An interactivity server configured to invite a celebrity 

to host a broadcast program in a mobile TV broadcast net 
work, comprising: 

a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to the broadcast network and a unicast network, 
wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 

able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
creating a host invite message; 
transmitting the host invite message to a celebrity 

mobile device using the unicast network; 
receiving the response invite message from the celebrity 

mobile device; 
creating a host control data message; and 

transmitting the host control data message to the celebrity 
mobile device using the unicast network. 

100. An interactivity server configured to invite a celebrity 
to host a broadcast program in a mobile TV broadcast net 
work, comprising: 
means for creating a host invite message; 
means for transmitting the host invite message to a celeb 

rity mobile device using a unicast network; 
means for receiving the response invite message from the 

celebrity mobile device; 
means for creating a host control data message; and 
means for transmitting the host control data message to the 

celebrity mobile device using the unicast network. 
101. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for creating a host invite mes 
Sage, 

at least one instruction for transmitting the host invite 
message to a celebrity mobile device using a unicast 
network; 

at least one instruction for receiving the response invite 
message from the celebrity mobile device: 

at least one instruction for creating a host control data 
message; and 
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at least one instruction for transmitting the host control 
data message to the celebrity mobile device using the 
unicast network. 

102. A method for enabling a celebrity host to control a 
mobile television broadcast program, comprising: 

receiving a celebrity command message from a celebrity 
mobile device via a unicast network; and 

executing the command message to modify the program; 
and 

broadcasting the modified program via a mobile television 
broadcast network. 

103. The method of claim 102, wherein: 
executing the command message to modify the program 

comprises generating a Substitute content; and 
broadcasting the modified program comprises broadcast 

ing the Substitute content. 
104. The method of claim 102, further comprising: 
receiving text data from the celebrity mobile device via the 

unicast network; 
generating a text data message including the received text 

data; 
broadcasting the text data message in an overhead content 

transmission. 
105. The method of claim 104, further comprising: 
encrypting the text data message prior to broadcasting; and 
transmitting a decryption key to mobile devices via the 

unicast network, the decryption key configured to enable 
mobile devices to decrypt the encrypted text data mes 
Sage. 

106. The method of claim 104, further comprising: 
tagging the text data message; 
transmitting tag data to mobile devices via the unicast 

network, the tag data configured to enable mobile 
devices to identify the tagged text data message within 
the overhead content transmission. 

107. The method of claim 104, further comprising: 
creating a host invitation message; 
transmitting the host invitation message to the celebrity 

mobile device via a unicast network; 
receiving an invitation response message from the celeb 

rity mobile device via the unicast network; 
creating a host control data message; and 
transmitting the host control data message to the celebrity 

mobile device via the unicast network. 
108. An interactivity server configured to enable a celebrity 

host to control a mobile television broadcast program, com 
prising: 

a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to the mobile television broadcast network and a 
unicast network, 

wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 
able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
receiving a celebrity command message from a celebrity 

mobile device via the unicast network; and 
executing the command message to modify the pro 

gram; and 
broadcasting the modified program via the mobile tele 

vision broadcast network. 
109. The interactivity server of claim 108, wherein the 

processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions such that: 
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executing the command message to modify the program 
comprises generating a Substitute content; and 

broadcasting the modified program comprises broadcast 
ing the Substitute content. 

110. The interactivity server of claim 108, wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps further comprising: 

receiving text data from the celebrity mobile device via the 
unicast network; 

generating a text data message including the received text 
data; 

broadcasting the text data message in an overhead content 
transmission. 

111. The interactivity server of claim 110, wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps further comprising: 

encrypting the text data message prior to broadcasting; and 
transmitting a decryption key to mobile devices via the 

unicast network, the decryption key configured to enable 
mobile devices to decrypt the encrypted text data mes 
Sage. 

112. The interactivity server of claim 110, wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps further comprising: 

tagging the text data message; 
transmitting tag data to mobile devices via the unicast 

network, the tag data configured to enable mobile 
devices to identify the tagged text data message within 
the overhead content transmission. 

113. The interactivity server of claim 110, wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps further comprising: 

creating a host invitation message; 
transmitting the host invitation message to the celebrity 

mobile device via a unicast network; 
receiving an invitation response message from the celeb 

rity mobile device via the unicast network; 
creating a host control data message; and 
transmitting the host control data message to the celebrity 

mobile device via the unicast network. 
114. An interactivity server configured to enable a celebrity 

host to control a mobile television broadcast program, com 
prising: 
means for receiving a celebrity command message from a 

celebrity mobile device via a unicast network; and 
means for executing the command message to modify the 

program; and 
means for broadcasting the modified program via a mobile 

television broadcast network. 
115. The interactivity server of claim 114, wherein: 
means for executing the command message to modify the 

program comprises means for generating a Substitute 
content; and 

means for broadcasting the modified program comprises 
means for broadcasting the Substitute content. 

116. The interactivity server of claim 114, further compris 
ing: 
means for receiving text data from the celebrity mobile 

device via the unicast network; 
means for generating a text data message including the 

received text data; 
means for broadcasting the text data message in an over 

head content transmission. 
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117. The interactivity server of claim 116, further compris 
ing: 

means for encrypting the text data message prior to broad 
casting; and 

means for transmitting a decryption key to mobile devices 
via the unicast network, the decryption key configured to 
enable mobile devices to decrypt the encrypted text data 
message. 

118. The interactivity server of claim 116, further compris 
ing: 

means for tagging the text data message; 
means for transmitting tag data to mobile devices via the 

unicast network, the tag data configured to enable 
mobile devices to identify the tagged text data message 
within the overhead content transmission. 

119. The interactivity server of claim 116, further compris 
ing: 

means for creating a host invitation message; 
means for transmitting the host invitation message to the 

celebrity mobile device via a unicast network; 
means for receiving an invitation response message from 

the celebrity mobile device via the unicast network; 
means for creating a host control data message; and 
means for transmitting the host control data message to the 

celebrity mobile device via the unicast network. 
120. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for receiving a celebrity com 
mand message from a celebrity mobile device via a 
unicast network; and 

at least one instruction for executing the command mes 
sage to modify the program; and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the modified 
program via a mobile television broadcast network. 

121. The computer program product of claim 120, 
wherein: 

the at least one instruction for executing the command 
message to modify the program comprises at least one 
instruction for generating a Substitute content; and 

the at least one instruction for broadcasting the modified 
program comprises at least one instruction for broad 
casting the Substitute content. 

122. The computer program product of claim 120, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for receiving text data from the 
celebrity mobile device via the unicast network; 

at least one instruction for generating a text data message 
including the received text data; 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the text data mes 
Sage in an overhead content transmission. 

123. The computer program product of claim 122, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for encrypting the text data message 
prior to broadcasting; and 

at least one instruction for transmitting a decryption key to 
mobile devices via the unicast network, the decryption 
key configured to enable mobile devices to decrypt the 
encrypted text data message. 

124. The computer program product of claim 122, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for tagging the text data message; 
at least one instruction for transmitting tag data to mobile 

devices via the unicast network, the tag data configured 
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to enable mobile devices to identify the tagged text data 
message within the overhead content transmission. 

125. The computer program product of claim 122, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for creating a host invitation mes 
Sage, 

at least one instruction for transmitting the host invitation 
message to the celebrity mobile device via a unicast 
network; 

at least one instruction for receiving an invitation response 
message from the celebrity mobile device via the unicast 
network; 

at least one instruction for at least one instruction for cre 
ating a host control data message; and 

at least one instruction for transmitting the host control 
data message to the celebrity mobile device via the uni 
cast network. 

126. A method for enabling a mobile TV viewer to create 
an ad hoc channel, comprising: 

receiving a request to create an ad hoc channel message 
from a mobile device via a unicast network, the message 
including tag data; 

creating an adhoc channel using the tag data received in the 
message; 

receiving program content tag data of programs Scheduled 
for broadcast; 

comparing the tag data received in the message to the 
program content tag data; 

determining that the tag data received from the mobile 
device matches the program content tag data; 

generating a recording instruction message when the tag 
data received in the message matches the program tag 
data; and 

broadcasting the recording instruction message in an over 
head content transmission. 

127. The method of claim 126, further comprising: 
encrypting the recording instructions message prior to 

broadcast. 
128. The method of claim 126, further comprising: 
tagging the recording instruction message prior to broad 

CaSt. 

129. An interactivity server configured to enable a mobile 
TV viewer to create an ad hoc channel in a mobile TV broad 
cast network, comprising: 

a processor; 
a memory coupled to the processor, and 
a network access port coupled to the processor and config 

ured to the mobile TV broadcast network and a unicast 
network, 

wherein the processor is configured with processor-execut 
able instructions to perform steps comprising: 
receiving a request to create an ad hoc channel message 

from a mobile device via the unicast network, the 
message including tag data; 

creating an ad hoc channel using the tag data received in 
the message; 

receiving program content tag data of programs Sched 
uled for broadcast; 

comparing the tag data received in the message to the 
program content tag data; 

determining that the tag data received from the mobile 
device matches the program content tag data; 
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generating a recording instruction message when the tag 
data received in the message matches the program tag 
data; and 

broadcasting the recording instruction message in an 
overhead content transmission. 

130. The interactivity server of claim 129, wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps further comprising: 

encrypting the recording instructions message prior to 
broadcast. 

131. The interactivity server of claim 129, wherein the 
processor is configured with processor-executable instruc 
tions to perform steps further comprising: 

tagging the recording instruction message prior to broad 
CaSt. 

132. An interactivity server configured to enable a mobile 
TV viewer to create an ad hoc channel in a mobile TV broad 
cast network, comprising: 

means for receiving a request to create an ad hoc channel 
message from a mobile device via a unicast network, the 
message including tag data; 

means for creating an ad hoc channel using the tag data 
received in the message; 

means for receiving program content tag data of programs 
scheduled for broadcast; 

means for comparing the tag data received in the message 
to the program content tag data; 

means for determining that the tag data received from the 
mobile device matches the program content tag data; 

means for generating a recording instruction message 
when the tag data received in the message matches the 
program tag data; and 

means for broadcasting the recording instruction message 
in an overhead content transmission. 

133. The interactivity server of claim 132, further compris 
1ng: 
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means for encrypting the recording instructions message 
prior to broadcast. 

134. The interactivity server of claim 132, further compris 
1ng: 
means for tagging the recording instruction message prior 

to broadcast. 
135. A computer program product, comprising: 
a computer readable storage medium comprising: 

at least one instruction for receiving a request to create 
an ad hoc channel message from a mobile device via 
a unicast network, the message including tag data; 

at least one instruction for creating an ad hoc channel 
using the tag data received in the message; 

at least one instruction for receiving program content tag 
data of programs scheduled for broadcast; 

at least one instruction for comparing the tag data 
received in the message to the program content tag 
data; 

at least one instruction for determining that the tag data 
received from the mobile device matches the program 
content tag data; 

at least one instruction for generating a recording 
instruction message when the tag data received in the 
message matches the program tag data; and 

at least one instruction for broadcasting the recording 
instruction message in an overhead content transmis 
Sion. 

136. The computer program product of claim 135, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for encrypting the recording 
instructions message prior to broadcast. 

137. The computer program product of claim 135, wherein 
the computer readable storage medium further comprises: 

at least one instruction for tagging the recording instruction 
message prior to broadcast. 
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